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Executive Summary
The City of Grass Valley identified economic sustainability as
a top priority in the 2020 General Plan and the 2012
Economic Action Plan. Towards that end, in 2009 the City
contracted with the Buxton Company to analyze regional
consumer spending, consumer preferences and identify
goods and services that meet consumer demands in the
region. The Buxton report estimated the regional retail
leakage to be in excess of $200 million annually.
The City recognizes the importance of enhancing
neighborhood amenities, creating jobs, capturing leakages,
increasing the tax base, and providing convenient access to
goods and services are necessary to be fiscally sound and
sustainable. To capture local consumer opinion, using the
Buxton Report as a basis, the City contracted with Chabin
Concepts to conduct a retail survey and focus group sessions. The objective of the survey and focus
groups are meant to guide the City’s retail recruitment, retention and expansion efforts.
The project team was Chabin Concepts, Inc. and City staff. In collaboration, a two-step process was
employed to gain input, an opinion survey and three focus group study sessions. The opinion survey
was created and launched for all interested residents and consumers to complete, using Survey
Monkey. Following the survey, three focus group sessions were hosted to further understand the
survey opinions and validate the survey results.

Retail Opinion Survey Highlights
1. Over 600 responded to the online Grass Valley Retail Opinion Survey;
2. Grass Valley and Roseville were the primary shopping areas with Internet ranking third (a growing

national trend);
3. Reason for shopping local was primarily to support local businesses;
4. Reasons for shopping elsewhere were mainly pricing and limited selection;

5. The 30 retailers identified by the Buxton Report as match retailers to fill the ‘sales leakage’
categories were included in the survey with a question asking respondents to rank “which
retailers were a fit for Grass Valley” – only Target (General Merchandise Category) received a
score greater than 60%, with Ross (55%), Marshalls (50%) and Kohl’s (50%) close behind. Close
contenders included Olive Garden (45%) for the Food/Drinking Place categories, Famous
Footwear (45%) for Clothing category, Pier 1 Imports ((48%) for furniture and Jo-Ann Fabrics
(45%) for miscellaneous retailer category.
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6. The most significant survey result was the “write-in” option to list desired stores; 50% of the
respondents want unique stores with different products, such as Trader’s Joe; and 50% want WalMart, Costco, Sam’s Club – indicating the importance of “cost and selection” (as noted in #4
above) particularly to the family demographic.

Focus Group Highlights
1. Confirmed survey findings that price and choice are the main reasons residents shop outside the
area, particularly families.
2. The General Merchandise category (e.g. department stores) is not being met by the local Kmart
and JC Penny. Shoppers are seeking an alternative to fill the General Merchandise leakage
identified in the Buxton report. Most support a Target store including those in the “family
demographic” (ages 25 to 54).
3. Respondents are very supportive of independently owned businesses, part of Grass Valley’s
character.
4. Respondents prefer to have independently-owned or locally-owned franchises, vs. corporateowned businesses as well as want existing businesses to have the first opportunity to fill the sales
leakage categories.
5. If corporate-owned retailers locate in Grass Valley, respondents prefer they compliment locallyowned stores, i.e. are unique, and fill a niche that can’t be filled by local stores.
6. Business focus group felt that most (not all) of the locally-owned businesses have their own niche
and loyal customers. These businesses probably would not be hurt by some of the
chain/corporate companies identified and those chain/corporate companies would provide the
products, choice, and prices desired by families.

Observations for Potential Actions
1. Distribute findings of the survey and focus groups to local retailers, advising them of the reasons

why people do shop locally, but also to let them know why they do not shop locally.
2. Engage and collaborate with the Small Business Development Center (SBDC) and SCORE to

develop a retail business development program for the local retailers and new potential
entrepreneurs that could be interested in “filling” gaps/niches with unique stores.
3. Review new emerging franchises or chains that could be owned/operated locally.
4. Kmart and JCPenney are not meeting/supplying the market demand for general merchandise.

This is an opportunity for the City to take proactive action to work with the leasing agents or
corporate representatives to encourage up-scaling their presence.
5. Based on the survey and the focus groups, locally-owned stores are very much supported,
however, 50% acknowledge the desire to have stores that provide lower cost and greater
selection to accommodate the “family” consumer. If JCPenney and Kmart cannot or will not fill
that need, there appears to be opportunity to attract a store that could fill that gap.
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Grass Valley Retail Research Project
The purpose of this project was to build upon the
findings and recommendations of retail opportunities
identified in the Buxton Report. It was meant to gain
input from the community of their preferences to guide
the City’s retail recruitment, and retention and
expansion efforts.
This project is in line with the City’s 2012 Economic
Action Plan which identifies public outreach and retail pursuit as a priority short term action.

1.0 Methodology
The Buxton Report was the basis for the community input which was gathered through an online
opinion survey and three individual focus group meetings implemented as follows:
1. Conducted an Online Electronic Retail Opinion Survey
 The 19-question survey was constructed by Chabin Concepts, reviewed with City staff, revised
and then input to Survey Monkey for marketing to local residents;
 Survey was designed to understand local shoppers, their current shopping patterns and
preferences, their opinions of specific retailers and preferences for those retailers identified
in the 2010 Buxton Report;
 Survey was available to all residents and consumers in Grass Valley Area;
 Survey was open from April 30 to May 10, 2013; a hyperlink placed on the City’s website; in
addition to electronic survey, hard copies were also available;
 Press Releases1 were sent to media outlets; flyers2 were disturbed at local events and
meetings;
 To achieve a 95% confidence level with a margin of error of 4, the sample size required for
this survey was 580, based on an estimated 17,000 trade population The 630 responses
achieved the 95% confidence level needed to reflect the opinion of the trade area.
2. Three Focus Group Sessions (May 22-23, 2013)
 The purpose of the focus group meetings was to facilitate small-group discussions of those
that participated in the survey to validate their opinions and expand into more suggestions
and ideas.
 Three small group sessions were held; for 90 to 120 minutes; one each for commuters,
businesses and residents.

1
2

Appendix A – Survey Press Release
Appendix B – Survey promotional flyer
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2.0 Buxton Report: Retail Assessment Background
The purpose for contracting with the Buxton Company in 2009 was to quantify retail sales leakages
and surpluses, and recommend retail match opportunities to meet the demands of the local
consumer within the trade area. The report indicated sales leakages in 11 retail categories (next
page) and identified retail businesses that may provide the goods and services demanded by the local
consumer. The trade areas consist of the primary and secondary areas, and are based on drive times,
rather than miles. The primary area is defined as a 15 minute drive time, and the secondary is
defined as a 20 minute drive time. The map below encapsulates both areas.

Grass Valley Trade Area
(Primary and Secondary)
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The Buxton Report estimated retail leakage in excess of $200 million annually for the primary and
secondary trade area. The chart below highlights the leakage and surplus categories:

Notes to Leakage/Surplus
/
Chart:
Base is 1.0 = demand and sales are in balance
< 1.0 (blue bars) = demand exceeds sales - consumers are leaving GV to buy these goods & services
> 1.0 (orange bars) = sales exceeds demand - consumers are coming from outside the area to buy these goods in GV
Category Descriptions
General Merchandise Store Category includes:
•
Department Stores
•
Warehouse Clubs and Super Stores
Miscellaneous Retailer Category includes:
•
Florists
•
Office Supplies and Stationery
•
Gift, Novelty, Souvenir
•
Used merchandise
Health & Personal Care Category includes:
•
Pharmacies
•
Cosmetics, Beauty Supplies
•
Optical Goods

Food & Beverage Store Category (not restaurants)
includes:
•
Grocery stores and Supermarkets
•
Convenience stores
•
Specialty food stores
•
Beer, Wine & Liquor stores
Clothing Category includes
•
Shoes
•
Jewelry
•
Luggage & Leather goods

3.0 Survey Results
The Grass Valley Retail Survey was available to anyone who wished to participate. The survey was
active from April 30th to May 10th, 2013. Respondents could access the survey online or participate by
June 2013
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completing a hard copy at City Hall. In order to accommodate the senior community, staff
coordinated with Gold County Community Services to bring the survey to them, of which 23 surveys
were completed. Additionally, there were 18 hard copy surveys completed, by the public, at City Hall
counter and included in the six-hundred thirty (630) total surveys completed.

3.1 Respondent Profile
The majority (71%) of the respondents were female, compared to 29% being male.
Age categories:
x
x
x
x
x

31%, Age 55-64
22%, Age 45-54
21%, Age 65-74
12%, Age 35-44
9%, Age 25-34

Residence:
x
x
x
x

61%, Grass Valley
27%, Nevada City
8%, Penn Valley
4%, Outside Trade Area

Grass Valley Percent Population by Age Group
Compared to Respondents
Age Group
% Population % Respondents
14-24
12.6%
1%
25-34
12.3%
9%
35-44
10.1%
12%
45-54
12.5%
22%
55-64
12.3%
31%
65-74
8.3%
21%
75 and over
30.2%
4%
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3.2 Where Grass Valley Residents Shop
Survey participants were asked to choose the three areas where they prefer shopping for nongrocery items. The table below shows the shopping location preference of Grass Valley respondents
and all respondents. The survey data quantifies that there is no significant difference in the shopping
location of either Grass Valley residents or all respondents.
Place
Grass Valley
Roseville
Internet
Auburn
Nevada City
Rocklin
Sacramento
Other: Bay Area, Reno, Chico, Folsom, Lincoln, Yuba City

Grass Valley Residents
28%
27%
16%
13%
5%
4%
3%
4%

All Respondents
28%
25%
16%
12%
7%
4%
3%
7%

Note: Does not add to 100 because question allowed for three choices.

The graphic below highlights responses from only those survey respondents living in Grass Valley.
The age group with highest percentage, shopping in Roseville, is the 25-54 year olds (63%); within the
25-54 age group the 25-34 year olds, 71% shop in Roseville, while 42% of the 45-54 year olds shop
there.
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3.3 Why and Why Not Shop Local?
An open-end question was provided on the survey to help identify why residents shopped locally and
why they didn’t. There were many more reasons given why they did not shop locally. These
responses were validated in the focus group meetings, with even a higher degree of comments
regarding the “bad customer service” and “attitude of sales personnel” being deterrents to shopping
locally.
Reasons Why Shop Local

Reasons Why NOT Shop Local

x

x
x
x
x
x
x

Try to support local business

Prices too high, 31%
Limited selection, options 31%
Bad customer service, 9%
Inconvenient, 4%
No parking, 3%
Safety, 2%

3.4 Who is Shopping and When?
A majority are shopping weekdays from 8 am to 5 pm, which may be part of the reason many shop
outside of Grass Valley. They are shopping where they work, on lunch hours, or before leaving for
home. Second most common shopping time is Saturday afternoon followed by Sunday afternoon .
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3.5 Retailer Preference Question
Using the 30 retailers suggested in the Buxton Report as matches to fill the “sales leakage
categories”, the survey asked respondents to rank whether the retailer was a “fit” for their
personality and culture of Grass Valley. Respondents were asked to identify the following retailers in
their respective categories.
Retail Category

Store

General Merchandise

Big Lots
Kohl’s
Marshalls
Ross
Target
TJ Maxx
Tuesday Morning
Best Buy
After Hours
American Eagle
Claire’s Boutique
Dress Barn
Famous Footwear
Foot Locker
Old Navy
Bath & Body Works
Body Shop
Aaron’s Rentals
Pier 1 Imports
Applebee’s
Buffalo Wings
Chili’s
Olive Garden
Outback
AMF Bowling
Cinemark Theater
Regal Cinemas
Bed, Bath & Beyond
Jo-Ann Fabrics
Michaels

Electronics
Clothing

Personal Care
Furniture
Food/Drinking Places

Entertainment, Hobby

Miscellaneous Retailers
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3.6 Significant Findings
x

Grass Valley survey and focus group participants believe locally-owned, independent
businesses are needed to maintain the character of Grass Valley.

x

Fifty percent (50%) preferred Target to fill the general merchandise category leakage,
followed by Ross, Marshall’s and Kohl’s. This is confirmed both in the survey and focus groups
discussions. At the focus group session it was further discussed that although these are chain
stores and/or “big box,” they offer a variety of merchandise, clothing, household goods,
brands, price, etc., and would not likely impact the local merchants.

x

None of the chain clothing stores suggested in the Buxton report were desired. Although,
there is a definite need for men’s and women’s casual, and women’s business attire and
shoes, participants believe the demand for these categories can be supplied by independent
or locally-owned businesses.

x

Olive Garden and Applebee’s were moderately acceptable by respondents. Many commented
on the need and desire for various restaurant types, namely: ethnic, family, seafood, and
affordable family types.

x

Evening entertainment and children/young teen activities were identified as preferences. A
few suggested ice and/or roller skating rink, arcade.

The most significant survey result was the “write in” of desired stores:
x

x

50% of respondents want
stores that offer unique
products, such as Trader’s
Joe; and
50% identified Wal-Mart,
Costco, Sam’s Club as
preferences, indicating the
importance of “cost and
selection” to the family
demographic.
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3.7 Specific Retailer Responses
Retail Category
General Merchandise

Electronics
Clothing

Personal Care
Furniture
Food/Drinking Places

Entertainment, Hobby

Miscellaneous Retailers

Store

Yes

No

Don’t
Know

Big Lots
Kohl’s
Marshalls
Ross
Target
TJ Maxx
Tuesday Morning
Best Buy
After Hours
American Eagle
Claire’s Boutique
Dress Barn
Famous Footwear
Foot Locker
Old Navy
Bath & Body Works
Body Shop
Aaron’s Rentals
Pier 1 Imports
Applebee’s
Buffalo Wings
Chili’s
Olive Garden
Outback
AMF Bowling
Cinemark Theater
Regal Cinemas
Bed, Bath & Beyond
Jo-Ann Fabrics
Michaels

25%
50%
50%
55%
62%
45%
34%
34%
15%
37%
20%
30%
45%
33%
43%
41%
25%
12%
48%
42%
24%
38%
45%
43%
43%
25%
25%
43%
45%
40%

60%
39%
39%
37%
34%
43%
37%
58%
36%
48%
49%
49%
40%
50%
45%
45%
47%
23%
42%
50%
47%
48%
48%
50%
31%
60%
61%
48%
38%
47%

15%
11%
11%
8%
4%
12%
29%
8%
49%
15%
31%
21%
15%
17%
12%
14%
28%
64%
10%
8%
29%
14%
7%
7%
25%
15%
14%
9%
17%
13%
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4.0 Focus Groups
The City recognizes the need and benefit to strategically “match” retail business opportunities within
its Sphere of Influence. The City further recognizes the demand for goods and services of the local
consumer, and seeks opportunities to capture the estimated $200 million in retail leakages.
The objective of the focus group project was to further validate the survey results as well as solicit
and gather input from the community to better understand the community’s preferences,
tolerances, and objections as related to the City’s retail business recruitment, retention, and
expansion efforts.
The focus group sessions were an exercise used to validate and discuss the survey findings in detail.
Survey participants were offered the opportunity to participate in a focus group session of their
preference. They self-identified themselves as one of three groups: commuters, residents, or
businesses. Participation was limited to only those that responded to the survey and all who signed
up were invited to their respective session of interest. In total, 40 respondents voluntarily signed up
for a session, of which 32 participated, 80% in attendance. Statistically, this indicates that the
community was engaged and welcomed the endeavor and opportunity to discuss their likes, dislikes,
tolerances and preferences.

4.1 Focus Group Input
x

x

x
x

x
x

Confirmed the survey findings that
price and choice are the main reasons
residents shop outside the area,
particularly families;
Local consumers are not pleased with
the General Merchandise category,
and expressed that Kmart and
JCPenney do not meet their shopping
expectations and seek alternatives,
suggesting Target would be a preferred
and welcomed retailer;
All groups were very supportive of independently owned businesses, part of Grass Valley’s unique
character;
Prefer to have independently owned, or locally-owned franchises, vs. corporate-owned
businesses; and want the existing businesses to have the opportunity to fill the sales leakage
category;
If going to have corporate-owned stores, prefer that they are complimentary to locally-owned
stores, unique and fill a niche that cannot be filled by local stores;
Businesses felt that most (not all) of the locally-owned businesses have their niche and loyal
customers and probably would not be hurt by some of these chain/corporate companies and
would provide the products, choice and price desired by families;
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x

Important to also let the businesses know why people are not shopping here – choice, prices and
bad customer service.
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5.0 Observation for Potential Actions
Based on the survey and focus group input, the following are potential “next steps” to preparing a
retail market strategy addressing options to capture sales leakages; providing assistance to existing
business to help increase their market share; and identifying niche business opportunities.

5.1 Assist Existing Retail Businesses
Outreach to SBDC/SCORE to help design an Existing Retail Business Program that would work directly
with the existing businesses on opportunities to address the issues of why local consumers are not
buying locally (taken from the survey).
x Share the market potential (sales leakage), desires of the local consumer (survey) and their
competition (down the hill);
x Provide either one-on-one assistance or workshops on issues, such as:
 Increase local marketing and/or co-op marketing

x
x



Handling return policies



Market opportunities



How to compete with the internet



Hours of operation (consistent and more convenient)

Meet with workforce development to identify potential solutions for addressing the complaints
of customer service (workforce training programs);
Hold workshops with budding entrepreneurs on business opportunities or co-op opportunities to
address the retail gaps in Grass Valley and desired by the residents.

5.2 Kmart and JCPenney are not serving the market
x
x

Residents need an advocate to talk with these two national chains – there was consistent
dissatisfaction with both stores.
The City has attempted to address this with calls but has been ignored. Potential action could
include:
 Schedule meetings with leasing agents to discuss the survey and community attitude
toward the stores;


Letter from Mayor to corporate operational officers and regional managers identifying the
findings of the survey and the City’s next steps, i.e., market opportunities and the desire
of the community to have better selection, shopping experiences and the City’s desire to
see both stores be successful in meeting the needs of the residents vs. driving ‘down the
hill’ to spend their dollars;



If no result, start a resident letter and social media campaign;



Goal, if able to get an appointment, would be to negotiate with them to provide better
products and services to the community.
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5.3 Family Retail Market Audience
The family age group was well-represented in the survey, but not in the focus groups. Several
attendees in the focus groups represented or worked with families and understood the needs of
families and pointed out the need for balance and honoring the independently owned businesses,
but pointed out that families need selection and pricing (reasons for their shopping out of the area).
x Throughout the survey when asked to rank retailers, most chains except Target received less than
50% confirmation. But, the write-in question asking for stores they wanted to see in Grass Valley,
50% were chains representing large big box, selection and price (Costco, Sam’s Club, Home
Depot, Lowe’s, Winco, Wal-Mart) and 50% the unique chains of Trader Joe’s and Whole Foods.
x The first line of defense is to get Kmart and JCPenney to respond to this market and fill this gap, if
the City continues to lose market share, should seriously consider recruiting at least one chain to
fill this need.
x Target was acceptable (however with new stores locating in close proximity to Grass Valley
Target may feel they are currently serving the market). City should reach out to major lease
agents and/or Target’s corporate office to determine if Target will be considering any other store
in the area.
x Continue to understand the demographic shifts and growth projections for families in Grass
Valley. According to 2012 Estimated Census and California Department of Finance 2013
estimates, Grass Valley has lost 50 to 200 residents (depending on the sources). Engage
organizations (schools, service organizations, etc.) that serve a great percentage of the families in
the planning and discussions of retention, and expansion and recruitment of retail.
x Identify and seek smaller format stores in leakage categories such as, neighborhood Wal-Mart; or
franchises than can be locally owned.

5.4 Match existing vacant space to potential “business matches”
x
x
x

Have inventory of vacant spaces readily available.
Begin to match vacant facilities with potential users.
Important for the Grass Valley consumer is shopping convenience, when possible assist retailers
in clustering within shopping areas for convenience.

5.5 Investigate the “Pull Factor” for the surplus sales categories
x

x
x
x

Given the community’s overwhelming desire to be unique, a substitute strategy would be to
focus on a “pull strategy” bringing people from other areas to buy goods and services in Grass
Valley.
Both Nevada City and Grass Valley are historic communities. Work together on pulling visitors to
the unique stores and shopping experiences – be the draw.
Consider cooperative marketing strategies with Nevada City to have visitors stay longer in both
communities which will increase visits and sales in both communities.
Document and promote those unique retailers, foodies, events not available in other
communities, goal: get visitor’s to stay the night.
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5.6 City Website
The City’s website should be updated to have detailed demographic data. If the Retail Sector will be a
major focus for economic development strategy, a page or two on the website should be dedicated
to promoting the retention, expansion and recruitment of this market segment.
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6.0 Appendix
A. Survey Press Release
B. Survey Flyer
C. Survey (blank)
D. Survey Summary
E. Survey Write In Comments
F. Focus Group Presentation
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Appendix A
NEWS RELEASE
City of Grass Valley
www.cityofgrassvalley.com

April 25, 2013

CITY SEEKS OPINIONS ON GRASS VALLEY RETAIL SHOPPING
GRASS VALLEY, CA — During the next few weeks, Grass Valley residents, workers, and businesses have an
opportunity to share their opinions about shopping in Grass Valley. Sponsored by the City of Grass Valley and
implemented by economic development consulting firm, Chabin Concepts of Chico, the survey focuses on
shopping habits, with an emphasis toward improving retail amenities and opportunities in Grass Valley. This effort
seeks input from consumers throughout western Nevada County region.
The survey and focus groups look to gain an understanding of the local shopping habits, preferences, perceptions
of shopping in Grass Valley, and identify retail opportunities that will serve the region, attract customer groups,
and increase local shopping. The survey asks questions about when and where Grass Valley residents and workers
shop, what type of merchandise they shop for, and what influences their choice of store.
The survey will take no longer than ten minutes to complete. Participants can choose to remain anonymous or
share their contact information if they wish to have further discussions with the city. All surveys will remain
confidential. The survey responses will be analyzed and summarized to provide feedback to the public early
summer.
To take part in the survey, participants can complete the survey electronically or on paper. The survey will be
accessible April 26th through May 10th, 2013 on the following websites:
City of Grass Valley
www.cityofgrassvalley.com
Grass Valley Downtown Assn.
www.historicgrassvalley.com
Nevada County ERC
www.ncerc.org
Paper copies of the survey can be picked up at the following location during regular business hours:
Grass Valley City Hall, 125 E. Main Street; Mon-Thurs 8:00 am – 5:00 pm
Paper copies are to be returned to City Hall by May 8th, 2013, 5:00 p.m. An inbox is available for quick drop-off. If
you wish to mail, please send to the attention of Jeri Amendola.
Three focus sessions are planned to further discuss the survey findings. Business owners, Commuters, and
Residents are encouraged to attend. The location of these focus groups will be announced shortly after the survey
closes on May 10.
Focus Session 1 Wednesday, May 22 7:00 - 8:30 p.m.
Focus Session 2 Thursday, May 23 7:30 - 9:00 a.m.
Focus Session 3 Thursday, May 23 11:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
Contact: Jeri Amendola, City of Grass Valley, (530) 274-4714, jeria@cityofgrassvalley.com
Tom Last, City of Grass Valley, (530) 274-4711, toml@cityofgrassvalley.com
Distribution:
Media (via fax)
City Council / All-City (via email)
City website
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Grass Valley Retail Shopping Survey
& Focus Group Sessions

Survey
During the next few weeks, Grass Valley residents, workers, and businesses
have an opportunity to share their opinions about shopping in Grass
Valley through a survey and by attending one of three focus groups.
The goal of the survey and focus groups is to help all retail businesses in
Grass Valley succeed by understanding local shopping habits and helping
to identify opportunities that may increase local business.
The survey asks questions about when and where Grass Valley residents
and workers shop, what type of merchandise they shop for, and what
influences their choice of store.
The survey should take no longer than ten minutes to complete.
Participants can choose to remain anonymous or can share their contact
information if they wish to have further discussions with the city, or are
interested in being part of a focus group.

Focus Groups
Three focus sessions are planned to further discuss the survey findings.
Business owners, commuters, and residents are encouraged to attend the
session designed just for them.
Grass Valley Commuters — Wed, May 22 7:00 - 8:30 p.m.
Business Owners — Thurs, May 23
7:30 - 9:00 a.m.
Residents — Thursday, May 23
1 1:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
If you are interested in participating in a focus session, please email your
contact information and session preference to Jeri Amendola.

Options for
completing the survey:
The survey will be accessible April 26
through May 10, 2013 on the following websites:
www.cityofgrassvalley.com
www.ncerc.org
www.historicalgrassvalley.com
Paper copies of the survey can be
completed at the following location :

Grass Valley City Hall
125 E. Main Street
Grass Valley, CA.
Mon-Thurs, 8:00 am —5:00 pm
Paper copies must be received by
5:00 p.m., May 8th, 2013

Questions? Please contact
Jeri Amendola
jeria@cityofgrassvalley.com
(530) 274-4714

The location of these focus groups will be announced shortly after the survey closes on May 10th.

City of Grass Valley | 125 East Main Street | Grass Valley, CA 95945 | www.cityofgrassvalley.com

Your Opinion Counts!
The City of Grass Valley is working to improve shopping, service and restaurant options. An improved local retail
economy is an opportunity for the city to increase its tax base and become more fiscally sound resulting in improved and
expanded services, enhanced neighborhood amenities, new jobs and provide residents convenient access to goods and
services.
Please help us out by taking a few minutes to complete this survey. All information you provide is confidential.

Section 1: Non-Grocery Shopping
1. Where do you do most of your non-grocery shopping (e.g. apparel, home furnishings,
sporting goods, etc.)? Please select up to three.
 Grass Valley





 Rocklin





 Nevada City





 Roseville





 Auburn





 Sacramento





 Lincoln





 Online





Other (please specify)

2. About how often do you shop for non-grocery items in Grass Valley?
 Few times each week





 Once a month





 Once a week





 Less than once a month





 Two or Three times a month





 Never





Section 2: Shopping in Grass Valley
In addition to what already exists in the City of Grass Valley, these questions ask about additional and/or different types
of products and services you would like to have available.
At the end of Section 4 you will have the opportunity to tell us the specific STORES you would like to see located in
Grass Valley.

3. What kinds of additional APPAREL stores would you patronize in Grass Valley? Check
all that apply.
 Children and infants





 Men's business





 Women's casual





 Jewelry





 Men's casual





 Women's specialty





 Shoes





 Men's specialty





 Teen / Young Adult





 Women's business





4. What kinds of additional HOUSEHOLD FURNISHING stores would you patronize in
Grass Valley? Check all that apply.
 Appliances





 Furniture





 Curtains / Drapery





 Garden Supplies





 Flooring





 Home Decor / Art





 Lighting





5. What kinds of additional CONVENIENCE MERCHANDISE stores would you patronize in
Grass Valley? Check all that apply.
 Bakery





 Florist





 Hardware





 Building supplies





 Groceries





 Pharmacy





6. What types of additional SPECIALTY MERCHANDISE stores would you patronize in
Grass Valley? Check all that apply.
 Antiques





 Fabric, Yarn, Sewing Supplies





 Arts & Craft Supplies





 Gifts and Cards





 Art Galleries





 Kitchen & Tabletop Goods





 Beauty Supplies





 Linens & Towels





 Books





 Luggage





 Cameras & Supplies





 Music & CDs





 Computers & Accessories





 Pet Supplies





 Consignment / Used Goods





 Sporting Goods





 Crafts / Handmade Items





 Toys and Hobbies





 Electronics





7. What types of additional LEISURE or ENTERTAINMENT would you patronize in Grass
Valley? Check all that apply.
 Art Galleries





 Movie Theater





 Concerts / Live Music





 Outdoor Recreation (specify in "Other")





 Exercise Studio / Gym





 Pilates / Yoga





 Indoor Recreation (specific in "Other")





 Restaurants





 Live Theater




Other (please specify)

8. What types of additional GENERAL SERVICES would you patronize in Grass Valley?
Check all that apply.
 1-hour Photo Development





 Day Spa





 Appliance Repair





 Dry Cleaning / Laundry





 Computer Repair





 DVD Rental





 Computer Training





 Hair Salon / Barbershop





 Copy Center / Pack & Mail





 Tailoring / Alterations





 Day Care




Other (please specify)

9. What types of additional RESTAURANTS and EATING PLACES would you patronize in
Grass Valley? Check all that apply.
 Bakery





 Fine Dining





 Brewpub





 Health / Natural





 Coffee House





 Ice Cream Shop





 Deli





 Pizzeria





 Dessert Shop





 Seafood





 Dinner Theater





 Steakhouse





 Ethnic Cuisine (specify in "other" below)





 Vegetarian





 Family Dining





 Wine Bar





 Fast Food





10. What additional HEALTH SERVICES would you patronize in Grass Valley? Check all
that apply.
 Chiropractic





 Hospice / Home Care





 Dental





 Immediate Care Clinics





 General Health Care





 Veterinarian





 Home Care Equipment





 Vision Care





 Homeopathic / Naturopathic




Other (please specify)

11. Some of the above-listed merchandise and services may currently be available in
Grass Valley. Help us understand why you may choose not to patronize these stores or
services.



Section 3: Retailer Preferences
12. Which of the following retailers or services do you think "fit" the personality and
culture of Grass Valley?
Yes, A fit for Grass Valley

No, Not a fit for Grass Valley

Don't Know

Aaron's Rentals



















After Hours Formalwear



















American Eagle Outfitters



















AMF Bowling Center



















Applebee's



















Bath & Body Works



















Bed Bath & Beyond



















Best Buy



















Big Lots



















Body Shop



















Buffalo Wild Wings



















Chili's Grill & Bar



















Cinemark Theaters



















Claire's Boutique



















Dress Barn



















Famous Footwear



















Foot Locker



















Jo-Ann Fabrics & Crafts



















Kohl's Department Store



















Marshalls



















Michael's



















Old Navy Clothing



















Olive Garden Restaurant



















Outback Steakhouse



















Pier I Imports



















Regal Cinemas



















Ross



















Target



















TJ Maxx



















Tuesday Morning



















Other (please specify)

Section 4: Shopper Profile
13. When do you do most of your shopping?
 Weekdays 8 am to 5 pm





 Saturday afternoon





 Sunday afternoon





 Weekdays after 5 pm





 Saturday evening





 Sunday evening





 Saturday morning





 Sunday morning





Other (please specify)

14. Please check your age group.
 14-18





 35-44





 65-74





 19-24





 45-54





 75 and over





 25-34





 55-64





15. Please provide your gender.
 Female





 Male





16. In which zip code do you live?
 95602





 95949





 95975





 95713





 95959





 95977





 95945





 95959





 95986





 95946





 95960





Other (please specify)

Section 5: Focus Groups
17. On May 22 and 23 the City of Grass Valley will be holding three focus groups. These
sessions will be facilitated by an independent consultant to further the discussion of the
retail sales leakage, shopper preferences and which retailers match and would be
welcomed in Grass Valley.
If you would like to attend, please indicate the appropriate session for you.
 7:30 p.m. Wednesday, May 22 for those who Commute out of Grass Valley for work.




 7:30 a.m. Thursday, May 23 for Grass Valley Business Owners




 11:00 a.m. Thursday, May 23 for interested residents




 Sorry, I am unable to attend any of the sessions.





18. Please provide us with your contact information and you will be personally notified of
details on the Focus Groups. To maintain confidentiality, your contact information will not
be connected to the survey responses.
Name:
Address:
City / State / Zip:
Email:

19. Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey and provide us with your
insights and opinions. If there are any other comments you would like to make regarding
Grass Valley's Retail Market, please use the space below.



Grass Valley Retail Market

1. Where do you do most of your non-grocery shopping (e.g. apparel, home furnishings,
sporting goods, etc.)? Please select up to three.
Response

Response

Percent

Count

Grass Valley

62.4%

386

Nevada City

16.2%

100

Auburn

26.2%

162

Lincoln

1.5%

9

Rocklin

9.0%

56

Roseville

56.7%

351

Sacramento

6.8%

42

Online

35.4%

219

Other (please specify)
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63

answered question

619

skipped question

11

2. About how often do you shop for non-grocery items in Grass Valley?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

Few times each week

10.5%

66

Once a week

16.1%

101

Two or Three times a month

27.6%

173

Once a month

22.2%

139

Less than once a month

21.1%

132

Never

2.4%

15

answered question

626

skipped question

4
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3. What kinds of additional APPAREL stores would you patronize in Grass Valley? Check all
that apply.
Response

Response

Percent

Count

Children and infants

19.8%

98

Jewelry

8.7%

43

Shoes

55.4%

275

Teen / Young Adult

17.9%

89

Men's business

14.3%

71

Men's casual

57.3%

284

Men's specialty

13.1%

65

Women's business

21.4%

106

Women's casual

68.8%

341

Women's specialty

26.8%

133

answered question

496

skipped question

134
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4. What kinds of additional HOUSEHOLD FURNISHING stores would you patronize in Grass
Valley? Check all that apply.
Response

Response

Percent

Count

Appliances

44.9%

192

Curtains / Drapery

25.2%

108

Flooring

20.6%

88

Furniture

56.3%

241

Garden Supplies

54.0%

231

Home Decor / Art

49.5%

212

Lighting

40.7%

174

answered question

428

skipped question

202

5. What kinds of additional CONVENIENCE MERCHANDISE stores would you patronize in
Grass Valley? Check all that apply.
Response

Response

Percent

Count

Bakery

61.4%

242

Building supplies

41.6%

164

Florist

22.1%

87

Groceries

53.3%

210

Hardware

52.0%

205

Pharmacy

29.2%

115

answered question

394

skipped question

236
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6. What types of additional SPECIALTY MERCHANDISE stores would you patronize in Grass
Valley? Check all that apply.
Response

Response

Percent

Count

Antiques

13.9%

67

Arts & Craft Supplies

38.0%

183

Art Galleries

14.1%

68

Beauty Supplies

15.8%

76

Books

34.4%

166

Cameras & Supplies

17.2%

83

Computers & Accessories

38.6%

186

Consignment / Used Goods

28.6%

138

Crafts / Handmade Items

19.5%

94

Electronics

40.0%

193

Fabric, Yarn, Sewing Supplies

31.3%

151

Gifts and Cards

33.8%

163

Kitchen & Tabletop Goods

29.7%

143

Linens & Towels

35.5%

171

Luggage

6.6%

32

Music & CDs

17.8%

86

Pet Supplies

25.7%

124

Sporting Goods

36.3%

175

Toys and Hobbies

24.5%

118

answered question

482

skipped question

148
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7. What types of additional LEISURE or ENTERTAINMENT would you patronize in Grass
Valley? Check all that apply.
Response

Response

Percent

Count

Art Galleries

24.4%

109

Concerts / Live Music

54.5%

243

Exercise Studio / Gym

17.3%

77

10.1%

45

Live Theater

35.4%

158

Movie Theater

39.7%

177

17.9%

80

Pilates / Yoga

12.8%

57

Restaurants

79.8%

356

Indoor Recreation (specific in
"Other")

Outdoor Recreation (specify in
"Other")

Other (please specify)
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92

answered question

446

skipped question

184

8. What types of additional GENERAL SERVICES would you patronize in Grass Valley? Check
all that apply.
Response

Response

Percent

Count

1-hour Photo Development

12.5%

44

Appliance Repair

40.5%

142

Computer Repair

40.2%

141

Computer Training

18.5%

65

Copy Center / Pack & Mail

28.2%

99

Day Care

3.7%

13

Day Spa

21.4%

75

Dry Cleaning / Laundry

32.2%

113

DVD Rental

18.8%

66

Hair Salon / Barbershop

29.3%

103

Tailoring / Alterations

35.0%

123

Other (please specify)
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20

answered question

351

skipped question

279

9. What types of additional RESTAURANTS and EATING PLACES would you patronize in
Grass Valley? Check all that apply.
Response

Response

Percent

Count

Bakery

42.8%

212

Brewpub

45.1%

223

Coffee House

31.3%

155

Deli

41.8%

207

Dessert Shop

19.8%

98

Dinner Theater

24.8%

123

31.9%

158

Family Dining

39.6%

196

Fast Food

9.5%

47

Fine Dining

40.2%

199

Health / Natural

36.2%

179

Ice Cream Shop

21.6%

107

Pizzeria

21.8%

108

Seafood

47.3%

234

Steakhouse

38.0%

188

Vegetarian

28.1%

139

Wine Bar

16.8%

83

answered question

495

skipped question

135

Ethnic Cuisine (specify in "other"
below)
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10. What additional HEALTH SERVICES would you patronize in Grass Valley? Check all that
apply.
Response

Response

Percent

Count

Chiropractic

26.9%

78

Dental

43.4%

126

General Health Care

44.5%

129

Home Care Equipment

7.9%

23

Homeopathic / Naturopathic

31.4%

91

Hospice / Home Care

9.0%

26

Immediate Care Clinics

30.7%

89

Veterinarian

27.9%

81

Vision Care

45.2%

131

Other (please specify)

25

answered question

290

skipped question

340

11. Some of the above-listed merchandise and services may currently be available in Grass
Valley. Help us understand why you may choose not to patronize these stores or services.
Response
Count
378

9 of 16

answered question

378

skipped question

252

12. Which of the following retailers or services do you think "fit" the personality and culture
of Grass Valley?
Yes, A fit for Grass

No, Not a fit for

Valley

Grass Valley

8.5% (37)

23.2% (101)

68.3% (297)

435

After Hours Formalwear

12.1% (52)

37.6% (162)

50.3% (217)

431

American Eagle Outfitters

32.2% (141)

37.0% (162)

30.8% (135)

438

AMF Bowling Center

38.3% (167)

29.6% (129)

32.1% (140)

436

Applebee's

45.2% (209)

44.8% (207)

10.0% (46)

462

Bath & Body Works

34.4% (149)

44.6% (193)

21.0% (91)

433

Bed Bath & Beyond

45.3% (203)

44.9% (201)

9.8% (44)

448

Best Buy

36.8% (164)

55.2% (246)

8.1% (36)

446

Big Lots

22.6% (98)

58.8% (255)

18.7% (81)

434

Body Shop

18.3% (76)

44.2% (184)

37.5% (156)

416

Buffalo Wild Wings

20.9% (88)

44.8% (189)

34.4% (145)

422

Chili's Grill & Bar

40.3% (179)

45.0% (200)

14.6% (65)

444

Cinemark Theaters

26.5% (116)

55.5% (243)

18.0% (79)

438

Claire's Boutique

15.8% (66)

44.0% (184)

40.2% (168)

418

Dress Barn

28.3% (120)

45.0% (191)

26.7% (113)

424

Famous Footwear

42.6% (186)

38.7% (169)

18.8% (82)

437

Foot Locker

31.8% (134)

47.3% (199)

20.9% (88)

421

Jo-Ann Fabrics & Crafts

47.9% (209)

33.3% (145)

18.8% (82)

436

Kohl's Department Store

50.8% (233)

37.3% (171)

12.0% (55)

459

Marshalls

46.7% (206)

40.8% (180)

12.5% (55)

441

Michael's

39.1% (166)

43.1% (183)

17.9% (76)

425

Old Navy Clothing

41.0% (179)

44.6% (195)

14.4% (63)

437

Aaron's Rentals
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Don't Know

Rating
Count

Olive Garden Restaurant

48.1% (215)

44.1% (197)

7.8% (35)

447

Outback Steakhouse

44.1% (195)

45.0% (199)

10.9% (48)

442

Pier I Imports

46.8% (207)

43.2% (191)

10.0% (44)

442

Regal Cinemas

23.8% (100)

57.0% (240)

19.2% (81)

421

Ross

50.3% (222)

39.2% (173)

10.4% (46)

441

Target

57.4% (272)

37.1% (176)

5.5% (26)

474

TJ Maxx

40.4% (176)

42.2% (184)

17.4% (76)

436

Tuesday Morning

30.0% (124)

34.8% (144)

35.3% (146)

414

Other (please specify)
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175

answered question

518

skipped question

112

13. When do you do most of your shopping?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

Weekdays 8 am to 5 pm

56.6%

286

Weekdays after 5 pm

26.7%

135

Saturday morning

21.0%

106

Saturday afternoon

29.1%

147

Saturday evening

8.5%

43

Sunday morning

10.3%

52

Sunday afternoon

21.6%

109

Sunday evening

3.6%

18

Other (please specify)
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43

answered question

505

skipped question

125

14. Please check your age group.
Response

Response

Percent

Count

14-18

0.2%

1

19-24

0.8%

4

25-34

8.6%

46

35-44

11.7%

62

45-54

22.2%

118

55-64

31.4%

167

65-74

20.9%

111

75 and over

4.3%

23

answered question

532

skipped question

98

Response

Response

Percent

Count

15. Please provide your gender.

Female

70.9%

376

Male

29.1%

154

answered question

530

skipped question

100
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16. In which zip code do you live?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

95602

1.1%

6

95713

0.6%

3

95945

34.8%

185

95946

8.3%

44

95949

25.8%

137

95959

16.8%

89

95959

9.6%

51

95960

0.8%

4

95975

2.1%

11

95977

0.2%

1

95986

0.0%

0

Other (please specify)
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9

answered question

531

skipped question

99

17. On May 22 and 23 the City of Grass Valley will be holding three focus groups. These
sessions will be facilitated by an independent consultant to further the discussion of the
retail sales leakage, shopper preferences and which retailers match and would be
welcomed in Grass Valley. If you would like to attend, please indicate the appropriate
session for you.
Response

Response

Percent

Count

7:30 p.m. Wednesday, May 22 for
those who Commute out of Grass

5.1%

22

4.7%

20

17.9%

77

72.3%

310

answered question

429

skipped question

201

Valley for work.
7:30 a.m. Thursday, May 23 for
Grass Valley Business Owners
11:00 a.m. Thursday, May 23 for
interested residents
Sorry, I am unable to attend any
of the sessions.
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18. Please provide us with your contact information and you will be personally notified of
details on the Focus Groups. To maintain confidentiality, your contact information will not be
connected to the survey responses.

Name:

Address:

City / State / Zip:

Email:

Response

Response

Percent

Count

95.8%

184

91.1%

175

92.2%

177

95.8%

184

answered question

192

skipped question

438

19. Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey and provide us with your insights
and opinions. If there are any other comments you would like to make regarding Grass
Valley's Retail Market, please use the space below.
Response
Count
231

16 of 16

answered question

231

skipped question

399

Grass Valley Shopper’s Survey Open-Ended Results
7. What types of additional leisure or entertainment would you patronize in Grass Valley? Check all
that apply. Other (please specify) Open-ended Response
Arcade
Arcade
Backpacking
Baseball type fields
Biking
Boats, inflatables, accessories
Bowling
Bowling
Boys and Girls Club
Camping,
Car races
Children indoor play center
Climbing gym
Climbing gym
Climbing gym
Climbing walls
Coffee houses
Community festivals (like ethnic festivals) etc.
Concerts, outdoor
County fair
Cycling Trails
Dances
Driving range
Exercise equipment in our parks- Example: Empire Mine; High Ropes courses available to community
Free musicals
Golf
Golf
Golf
Hiking
Hiking
Hiking
Hiking
Hiking
Hiking
Hiking
Hiking
Ice rink
Kayaking
Kayaking
Kayaking
kayaking
Miniature golf course, ice skating rink, roller skating rink, arcade
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Grass Valley Shopper’s Survey Open-Ended Results
7. What types of additional leisure or entertainment would you patronize in Grass Valley? Check all
that apply. Other (please specify) Open-ended Response
Miniature Golf, Go-Cart Racing, Arcade
More affordable youth activities (non-sport)
More ethnic restaurants like Indian, Vietnamese, Mediterranean + more specialty places
More indoor and outdoor recreation options for kids
More vegan option restaurants
More vegan restaurants and options
Motor cycle races
Mountain biking
Mountain biking park/trails, pump tracks
Movies, Independent
None
NONE
One for children under 5; one for children 12 and under
Organized outings for bicycling, hiking, kayaking, visit unusual historic/geologic destinations in the area
Other than Center for the Arts and all there old style music.
Outdoor club pool
Outdoor eating and how about a old fashioned 60's coffee house w nice music
Outdoor live music/plays
Outdoor productions
Panera
Park
Parks and Rec.
Parks in South County if there were any
Parks, hiking trails
Paved bike trail & velodrome roller rink
Pickleball
Playground, indoor
Playgrounds
Pool hall
Presently well supplied in all of the above
Public golf
Racquetball
Really? Even more live music/theater/entertainment? More movie theaters? We have plenty!
REI or Target variety
Restaurant Middle Eastern
Restaurants
Rock climbing
Rock climbing
Roller derby, adult soccer league
Roller rink/ ice rink
Roller skating
Roller skating
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Grass Valley Shopper’s Survey Open-Ended Results
7. What types of additional leisure or entertainment would you patronize in Grass Valley? Check all
that apply. Other (please specify) Open-ended Response
Roller/ice skating
Running/walking paths; bike paths
Sailboat equipment
Saturday morning market for art and food in downtown
Snow toys
Sports bar
Sports complex tournaments
Swimming, racketball, clubs, coffee shops. Outdoors: Thursday markets, hiking, cycling
Swimming
Swimming
Swimming
Swimming Pools
Tennis stadiums
Trail, tribute
Trails bike
Trails, bird walks
Trails, hiking and biking
Trails, wildflowers
Trampoline
Vietnamese, Pho, better Chinese, gluten-free restaurants
Volleyball, pickleball
Walking and biking commuter trails in town.
Water boat rentals, camping, sustainable items.
Water Sports
Water toys
We go for concerts to other venues. Yes. Dianna Krall. But we go to many concerts here, too.
We have most of these things...
We need a movie theater complex
Wendy's
Why don't we have a skating rink or some other safe/fun/inexpensive activity for youth in the
community
Wine bars, restaurants, hotels with live music
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Grass Valley Shopper’s Survey Open-Ended Results
11. Some of the above-listed merchandise and services may currently be available in Grass Valley. Help
us understand why you may choose not to patronize these stores or services. Open-ended Response
Hospitality needs improvement
We do patronize. we need no more
Prefer locally owned and avoid corporate chains.
Most of the above services are available and we use the local stores. See no need for more of the same
except for a few areas such as hardware/building supplies if a new provider could offer a wider selection
of products. The other items we sometimes buy out of town are products which, when bought in bulk,
have significant price savings (paper products, large sizes of dried fruits & condiments, candy, etc.) If
existing local stores provided some of these supplies, even if at a little higher price than Sam's or Costco,
we would purchase them locally.
Appliance shopping in Grass Valley does not exist. Sears charges prices that cannot compete with
Auburn or Roseville, and they even charge delivery and take away for them. Their products aren't as
good either. Can't find parking for downtown women's clothing stores, and the only other option is
Penney’s or Kmart. What a choice. Some upscale dining would be nice.
Over the top prices!!! In most cases it is less expensive to spend $ on fuel/car maint. and then have a
outing
We need more small businesses, more vegan businesses/options, more thrift stores. Some of the
businesses in Grass Valley are impossible to get to if you can't find parking or are not capable of walking
several blocks. Lots of stuff closes too early.
We really do not have a true steakhouse, and my dental and healthcare choice is lacking in Nevada
County (but this is mostly the fault of the healthcare system - not Nevada County).
They don't seem to cater to the needs of the retired community (over 70 years old)
In most of the above categories, numerous examples of businesses currently exist to choose to
patronize & support without bringing duplicate firms to further saturate present business sectors.
That is why I checked so few boxes. We already have most of these stores/restaurants. I don't believe
we need more selection. We need more people to stay in the area to shop.
Variety, I would still patronize existing stores
I do patronize local stores and in fact, feel very strongly about doing so. I avoid going to big box stores
whenever possible and fear, that should they come to Nevada County, many of our small local
businesses, whom many of us have been supporting for years, will not be able to stay in business.
I try to use local services and retailers as often as possible. We almost always check out local offerings
before looking elsewhere. Some things in our area are lacking – especially diversity of clothing and
shoes. When we shop out of the area, it is typically because selection is limited here.
We would like more options.
Don't Roseville Grass Valley!!! It is crowded enough as it is. Leave the mom and pop stores alone. Grass
Valley will burn if big chains are allowed in
I do patronize them; however, lots of times they don't have what you want. Kmart is out of things all the
time. JCP has limited space and items. Downtown is a place I purchase gifts.
Women's clothing trends to teen small sizes. Not much to choose for pretty clothing for women,
especially tall sizes. Also businesses in downtown area are only open till 5pm. Working people need
them available later hours and weekends. Open on Sundays.
Do good help, limited selections
Clerks not interested in serving or selling.
Poor service and quality of work
Not convenient, hard to get good assistance.
Prices, too high; not enough supply and variety of items; difficult to park, and poor customer service
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Grass Valley Shopper’s Survey Open-Ended Results
11. Some of the above-listed merchandise and services may currently be available in Grass Valley. Help
us understand why you may choose not to patronize these stores or services. Open-ended Response
Too expensive - Poor selection - No customer service. It's sad to go into a business and not be
Acknowledged in any way shape or form!
Nearly all services we patronize are local. The apparel and other non-grocery selections are very limited
locally. Shopping at stores where I know I'm going to find what I'm looking for is also key.
Cost and selection- prices are more competitive down the hill, selection is greater. I try to shop local but
it is a challenge to find exactly what I want or need at times.
Bakery with really good donuts, fruit desserts, cupcakes, maybe open late after movies. More options
for primary care doctors accepting new patients. Restaurant with basic good food not fast food open
late after the movies. Music to dance too at clubs or bars. Better selection of good quality clothing for
men and women.
High prices in Grass Valley
I do patronize the existing businesses, but feel there is room for another bakery, coffee shop, ethnic
restaurant, etc.
Except for a brewpub, all of the others are already available in Grass Valley.
selection-applebees-dennysPoor customer service and limited hours
Many are too expensive.
Locally owned retail business (boutiques) are overpriced when shopping for a family. This is a family
driven community but we are forced to shop in other towns with the lack of "corporate" retail prices.
Kmart and JC Penney's just doesn't cut it. Also the restaurants our community has to choose from are
slim to none when it comes to familiar "name" dinning. Before going to a restaurant here local I have to
check their online menu to see what they're about before I go (if they're even with the times and have a
web page).
I do not anticipate to see additional shopping option s anywhere near GV or NC
We have too many pharmacies.
Because Grass Valley and Nevada City business owners tend to jack up the prices on all of the above
items and services. That's why I don't shop locally, and I prefer a big box store to save me time and
money.
We need ADDITONAL restaurants. I may not know they are here as we are new to the area. Or they may
be so far away (back roads) that it is not convenient.
Not really any health food restaurants in Grass Valley.
Parking and traffic. Figure out a way of diverting through traffic around the downtown and increase
parking.
Prices are higher, selection not a wide
There currently is not a brew pub in downtown Grass Valley. I would like to see a really good East Indian
restaurant in downtown Grass Valley. The one down by Raley's is NOT a very clean place.
I do shop locally primarily. I only go elsewhere when what I need is not available here.
Small stores come with expensive price tags. I generally buy discretionary items at places like Target,
Best Buy, and Home Depot. My clothing at places like Nordstrom Rack, Target, etc. Most Groceries are
purchased locally, but much of my local restaurant spending is done in Nevada City. I would love to see a
Trader Joe's in town.
I do patronize them and don't think we need others, and especially NOT any chain stores.
I do whenever i can. A wide selection of furniture, electronics, cameras, girls and women’s clothing is
not available and if it needs to been seen, tried, before purchasing i go elsewhere, or I may buy online.
Often free shipping is an option. I noticed one online supplier did charge sales tax. This should be more
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11. Some of the above-listed merchandise and services may currently be available in Grass Valley. Help
us understand why you may choose not to patronize these stores or services. Open-ended Response
common.
Limited selection in current bakeries, poor quality of current Chinese restaurants, limited fine dining
restaurants such as Kane's, movie theaters need renovation and more selections, clothing stores need
more selection/ higher quality. Need a store with high quality meat/seafood counter. Many local
businesses are great but selection is just limited.
I only checked those that are not available.
A lot of the "Mom and Pop" stores have poor customer service. They seem to think that because they
are not run a corp. company that they can treat customers how they want. I have shopped local and
have never been treated so poorly. We say we don't want corp. big businesses up here but they are the
ones who have the better customer service. The stores up here also close too early. It's like the
sidewalks roll up at 6pm. The price on merchandise is also more. You can go on the internet and have it
mailed to your house for cheaper. We need more restaurants. More variety.
Cost and selection are at the top of my reasons for shopping down the hill.
I do patronize them but like more choice available
I shop locally as much as possible. Sometimes I shop elsewhere to get a better selection. Others I know
feel some local places prices are too high and it is worth the drive.
You know instead of trying to bring more businesses and saturate the area when so many of our local
businesses are struggling I think that we might need to focus on the business is we have here how to
make them better and get more patronage from are locals
I would not wish big chain stores in Grass Valley. I prefer the independently owned and operated stores.
It's fine to travel to Roseville occasionally for other things.
Men's clothing: current local stores often do not carry my preferred brands/sizes.
I patronize small local businesses as often as possible.
I do patronize them.
My first shopping choice is Grass Valley or Nevada City. I do NOT want any additional shopping in chain
stores here. Small business only. Thank you
I do patronize them currently, when needed.
I didn't check the boxes of places I already patronize. I live in Nevada City, so some places that exist
there get my business first. I love that the towns have their own personalities.
Lack of selection
I already patronize many of these stores/services. I just think more variety, especially in dining options,
health care and specialty merchandise would be good.
Pricing
These services ARE ALL available in our community. We do not need out-of-the-area stores opening
their outlet here.
I do patronize them. I love our local stores.
I believe in shopping local and keeping the big box stores out of Nevada County.
Higher prices in Grass Valley due to limited competition.
We don't have pets, we're not in need of vet or home care equipment at this point, but we LOVE
shopping and using local health services. We are heath oriented, don't frequent fast food services, don't
appreciate chain restaurants or big box stores.
We need a new bakery and Trader Joe’s.
Too expensive
I am fairly satisfied with the Grass Valley businesses that I patronize. But, I am not much of a shopper.
Occasionally (a couple of times/year), I do shop in the Yuba City area b/c I have a Sister living there. The
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11. Some of the above-listed merchandise and services may currently be available in Grass Valley. Help
us understand why you may choose not to patronize these stores or services. Open-ended Response
store I generally visit is Target. But, I don't see Target moving to our area.
I do patronize our stores, rarely buy anything out of town unless I can't find it here. I have to work in
Sacramento so I do eat down there.
Prices.....
We need another option for ophthalmology here.
Where available, I do patronize them.
I do patronize them but would enjoy other options
I do patronize all the Nevada City and Grass Valley establishments. This questionnaire is a bit confusing are you asking what do I patronize or only if there are new stores??
BBQ places- more needed
This is confusing. Are you asking what I patronize now, or what I think Grass Valley needs more of? I
don't know if you are going to get the data you are looking for, because people are going to interpret
this in these different ways.
I shop locally when I am aware of a local provider.
Many are just too expensive or don't have what we need, particularly clothing
N/A - I do try to shop local whenever possible. Reasons this might not happen would be hours of
operation and/or selection.
Variety of options available, and better prices.
The yogurt shop (culture shock) too stark, feels like a laundry mat, not inviting, too bright. It would be
great to have a cafe or two open late - like Curly Wolf in NC. Some businesses in GV are great for service
like Yuba Blue and the Bamboo store, fun and feel alive, but others have poor service and the help
seems to not want to be there and are not very helpful.
I patronize Grass Valley stores as much as possible and am willing to pay a little extra to do so. I do not
shop at Big Box stores and many chain stores and would not like to see Grass Valley get any more of
either.
K Mart is horrible. Please bring a Target. Briarpatch is expensive. Please bring Trader Joes!!
Need another high end restaurant ala New Moon
Don't want box stores or chains
I already patronize the pizza restaurants we have, but would prefer a more gourmet, better atmosphere
one. And the more choices of restaurants the better. I eat out several times a week.
I do patronize many of them; the question was about ADDITIONAL services, not current ones.
Coffee houses currently in grass valley close early, it would be nice to get a good cup of coffee after a
movie or dinner
We do patronize some of these stores. In fact, quite a few whenever we can, but prices are just much
better down the hill. Also, restaurants of fine quality have dwindled over the years.
I choose stores and restaurants to patronize based on environmental and social awareness and impact,
as well as budget reasons. I am a big supporter of thrift stores in and around Grass Valley, because I
think reuse is one of the most powerful things you can do for the environment, but I choose not to shop
at Living Well thrift because I think it supports a clinic which is not good for our community and people. I
love to eat good local food, and again to be socially, environmentally and ethically responsibly I do not
eat animal products, and would love to see more vegan options in restaurants around town. Shopping
locally is a great way to be a responsible consumer, but I always take into account other facets of being a
responsible consumer and that is how I choose what stores to patronize.
I've tried to check only those items that I don't know about or don't think I have sufficient choice. If
they're here, I don't know about them. Maybe they should advertise.
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Grass Valley Shopper’s Survey Open-Ended Results
11. Some of the above-listed merchandise and services may currently be available in Grass Valley. Help
us understand why you may choose not to patronize these stores or services. Open-ended Response
Sometimes it is nice to be able to comparison shop are stores that are close by. If the item (electronics)
exists here, there are no other nearby places to compare. Clothing is extremely limited for other than
skinny young people.
Local selection, especially of big ticket items, is limited. Stores sometimes do not have what I'm looking
for. Clothing in local boutique stores is too expensive. The only local electronics store is going out of
business.
I didn't choose NOT to patronize these stores by checking additional stores. I just checked the ones I do
and will patronize. Question may have been worded incorrectly?
Not enough choices...existing services too expensive
We need more variety. Wal-Mart, Chevys, Trader Joes, home goods, El Pollo Loco, in and out, Costco,
Sam's Club, Target, better movie theaters,
Online, better prices in Roseville (that includes groceries). Some local businesses have lousy attitudes
towards customers--they WON'T EVER get our business.
1. We need a place to get just salads. Like Pluto's or Jack's Urban Eats. Could be locally owned. I think
this is quick and easy and healthy. 2. TRADER JOES 3. No more drug stores. We have plenty! 3 just in
Brunswick! 4. Many of the specialty stores downtown are WAY overpriced for tourists. 5.
We have all of this available to us, I don't see the need for additional. Especially not big chain stores.
Isn't that why we live in Grass Valley? Small town appeal, isn't that why people visit?
I may use another one in Nevada City
Satisfied with what currently available.
Nice to have larger choice
Grass Valley, Nevada City has plenty of all the above mentioned stores and services short of dept store
clothing. The problem is usually the price and selection available.
Smoking and parking. I don't frequent the Safeway in Grass Valley because I don't feel safe. I don't shop
on Mill Street because I hate walking on cigarette butts and breathing 2nd hand smoke
I prefer to support the local businesses. It would not do to bring chain stores to our little towns here.
They are too quaint and besides, considering its size, Grass Valley has a considerable amount of stores
and businesses that aren't just in the grocery industry.
Hours, selection , price
I do patronize the stores/services that are in GV, but would like more variety. For instance another shoe
store or restaurant with something different to offer.
I do choose to patronize the selected stores/services. I have a true fondness for these and would
support more of them.
I do patronize these stores. I don't see a need for more.
Competitive pricing, lack of service, lack of product knowledge,
Most of the time I have to go out of town to find items that I cannot find in Grass Valley. I try to combine
trips to save on gas. If the same stores were available in Grass Valley, I would shop at them instead.
Usually it's because I need items that I can't find in Grass Valley, and since I have to travel down the hill,
I combine it into one trip. Some items are also less expensive down the hill even accounting for the extra
travel time and gas.
As the survey questions states this would be in addition to business that already provide services to your
community.
Quite frankly, I think we have plenty of local businesses to suit our needs. I am not a big shopper nor
restaurant goer. When I need something I can get it here.
As I said in Question 8, many of the options are already here in Grass Valley. I can't understand what you
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11. Some of the above-listed merchandise and services may currently be available in Grass Valley. Help
us understand why you may choose not to patronize these stores or services. Open-ended Response
are looking for in the questions. I use what is here and enjoy the local services.
Prices - If I am going to Folsom, Chico, Redding or Sacramento to visit family or friends, I am going to
shop at Target, Trader Joe's or Costco to save money. I go out of town every week so I wait to shop.
If they're available I shop there. Many of these selections are already here and I use them.
Limited selection. Prices more than what I can find online or elsewhere. Restricted return policy.
Women’s clothing is much more expensive& less trendy than I can find at H & M or Forever 21, etc.
Better hours/days of operation
I do not shop in Roseville. I do not shop at the Big Box stores. I appreciate our local merchants and so I
will continue to buy local.
Limited , marginal service
Limited variety and price
It is MUCH cheaper for me to go to Roseville to shop as the prices up here a much more. Even with the
gas to travel to Roseville I save a ton of money and as a parent I need to save every penny I can.
Limited selection
1: Price of merchandise. It's worth the price of gasoline to drive down to Roseville/Sacto. 2:
Return/guarantee policies. We buy hundreds of $ in plants every year. If one or two don't survive, in
Roseville their return policy is no questions asked and we even get a smile. In G.V., unless the nurseries
planting soil and soil conditioners are used there is NO guarantee. 3: Friendly service. In Roseville, you
get a smile and an offer for assistance. They act like they want you in their store. In G.V., the employees
of the store are often rude and unhelpful.
I clicked the items I would most use based on my lifestyle. I do not like large corporations/chains. I
mainly buy local from locals.
Here is an example, we were in Nevada City, I know this is a grass valley survey, but really this is a
marketing problem you have, Nevada City and Grass Valley are lumped together when there is negative
criticism. Guilty by association. And then you suffer from the same perception problems as Nevada city.
We went to a dessert shop in NC to get a small amount of ice cream (we are trying to cut back on having
sweets at home, and for convenience, we did not want to make a second stop at the grocery store). We
wanted more than their posted three scoops of ice cream, enough for a family of four, maybe a pint.
They had so much trouble coming up with a reasonable price for that. It was not gourmet homemade
ice cream, it was crystal ice cream we could have gotten in the store for 4 bucks a half gallon. My wife
had to tell them that we were locals, so they would not gouge us and we ended up being charged 8
bucks for a pint of crystal ice cream. We will never go there again, as it is clear, they are catering to out
of towners, and have no interest in local business. You guys say you want locals to patronize your stores,
and I would love to, but i feel like any time I have to go into a local shop I am asked to pay a premium,
when i can get most things online or in Roseville or Auburn. And the Kmart situation is so bad. I will drive
an extra half hour to target, because of the poor quality at the Kmart. The slow service at the checkout
and the depressing meth feel of the store. Also, most shops close up at 5 or 6 in downtown Grass Valley,
so when we do stroll downtown, we couldn't buy anything even if we wanted. The Center for the Arts is
your best bet to revitalize downtown. You should be building everything around that institution,
because it is really bringing life and culture back to GV.
Poor customer service, limited selection, and too expensive
I did not check the services that I USE in GV because the word, "ADDITIONAL," implies that I should
check the services that are NOT AVAILABLE in GV. Almost everything I need is available in GV or NC at an
affordable price. However, I can imagine that a young family may need more affordable, quality
children's clothing stores. I do almost all of my 'spending' in GV or NC, and think it is foolish to drive
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11. Some of the above-listed merchandise and services may currently be available in Grass Valley. Help
us understand why you may choose not to patronize these stores or services. Open-ended Response
elsewhere to spend my money (except expert, specialized health care services).
I shop locally as much as possible. The problem is the local stores don't have enough traffic to support
larger/ more diverse inventory.
The sales tax rate, mostly. I live in so county, equal distance to GV and Auburn. I drive south to avoid the
higher sales tax & for a better selection of merchandise, esp. on big-ticket items. I tire of only Mexican,
Chinese and Italian (i.e., pizza) ethnic food. This county could use some diversity.
I do, and all these services are available here now. Most people leave to get better selection and prices
and just to have a relaxing outing.
Too expensive
I do at times but I find a limited selection in some areas. I have a local hairdresser
I don't know that is lack of retail options, but rather the lack of options within those stores/businesses. I
try very hard to shop locally as much as I can, but I have found that between Grass Valley and Nevada
City, many of the stores carry the same thing or have the same demographic. We need more variety.
I live in Penn Valley and use doctors, vision care, pharmacies in that area. For merchandise related
questions, I choose to go to Yuba City or Roseville for the greater selection and price.
Regarding restaurants, some do not have decent vegan options.
There are few vegan friendly restaurants. The one pet store is Petco and is expensive so I order all my
supplies online as I do all our office supplies. Few stores for footwear and women's clothing
Cheaper prices
Lack of variety, small selection of options re: restaurants, virtually no fine ethnic food. Very little
innovative food.
Your sales tax is to high and not enough variety
Kmart is disgusting. Employees are not helpful at all. JCP is nice but lacks selection in the home
department. More mom and pop shops rather than chains for most of the above services would be
appreciated.
Variety, quality, choices, price
Prices are too high in the small community, not as many options available to choose from.
High prices and lack of items to choose from
Higher prices. Can get bulk items at Costco for better prices. Better variety. Wal-Mart has more to offer.
I marked most of these because we need more options. Need cheaper options for Vision Care - we have
many options down the hill. Would love to have Target for low budget clothes - right now it's Penney's
and Kmart, and Penney's has changed its line to the younger generation.
Choices are limited and prices are high. Example - large deck pot $80 in town with limited color choices,
same pot with many color choices at Auburn Home Depot $25.
Prices, availability, and bad customer service.
Too costly. Not enough choices. Too specialized to tourist trade.
Variety of items offered
Not enough choices, variety; too expensive e.g., just d $700 on a TV at Best Buy. Not aware of these
stores.
Depending upon the quality and types of products/services, I might choose to look beyond Grass Valley.
I can drive to Yuba City for everything I need in one trip (groceries, hardware, clothing, etc) and save big
bucks. We go there once or twice a month. The savings pays for lunch and gas and there is still money
left over. The grocery stores here are outrageous and know that the population is mostly seniors, who
can’t or won’t drive out of the area. It's disgusting! I tell everyone I know drive to Yuba City or Auburn
and shop!
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us understand why you may choose not to patronize these stores or services. Open-ended Response
Just more choices.
Most of the apparel stores in GV are too expensive. The only clothes store I shop in GV is JCP. Kmart
attracts lower-type people and we are very uncomfortable there. Most of the downtown stores are
crazy expensive and old-lady like. Love Yuba Blue but way too expensive. Not enough quick, healthy
restaurants like Rubios. Too many drug stores and no all-purpose stores (like Target). Since there is a
Target in Auburn, GV needs something else like Wal-Mart. The sales tax is too high and GV is not selfemployed friendly. They are slowly killing themselves by no growth.
Usually go to the equivalent in Nevada City or already go to the ones in grass valley
The stores in Grass Valley are too expensive. I shop at Ross, Costco, Marshall's, Trader Joes, etc.
I buy hardware at Home Depot in Auburn because it is less expensive and sales tax is lower. I buy feed
supplies in Auburn at TSC for the same reasons.
There are not enough other stores around.
Unique, affordable and services that match prices are always in need. Better customer service is easy to
find elsewhere. Customer satisfaction is hard to find in GV.
Because shopping in Roseville saves me hundreds of dollars a month with more to choose from. Our
local businesses charge way too much money. Compare SPD to Winco. Compare B&C True Value to
Home Depot and Lowes. If this city wants to survive financially the city council needs to put the cities
needs ahead of their own personal agendas.
We shop here and Costco. (Sorry.) About $500/mo, meat is a big part of it. (You didn't ask that.) Also
large bags of chips. And some fruit that is really good. But mainly SPD for groceries. Oh -- and Home
Depot occasionally, if local doesn't have it. Love the entertainment, love the restaurants (wish more
"ethnic", seafood (ha-ha), but we could do a beer pub) If JCPenney dies, more on the list... We try to
mainly shop here, and do. It got harder to buy late teen/early adult when Kaos closed. Really loved them
for the kids. Haven't found a replacement. Tried the new Skateboard/Snowboard shop -- very nice,
bought stuff. Love Yuba Blue, just not quite right for my kids yet. We miss Hedmans. The new one isn't
good enough.
We like to consolidate trips and therefore are having to leave the area in order to do our shopping,
errands and services. We wish could remain local and spend our money locally but currently our area
does not offer larger retailers! So, we instead have to make a day of it in other communities where we
can visit Costco and larger retailers and receive our other services there at the same time or en route.
Please do something about this. We would love to have a Costco or a Sam's Club. We'd love to be able
to stay local and not have to drive to Roseville, Yuba City or Lincoln.
I do patronize these stores and services. You asked what "additional" would I patronize. I'm happy with
the ones I use now.
No parking
There are no stores that carry clothing for mature, petite women. Penney’s has done away with most of
it. Merchants are not helpful. Merchants only carry "one size fits all" type of merchandise. There is a
need for fine dining other than Italian. We need more of a variety of restaurants featuring French, good
BBQ, Calif. Cuisine. We have too many mediocre, overpriced restaurants now.
They're either very limited in merchandise, too expensive or in the case of doctors - not taking any new
patients.
Sometimes we need more choices. In other cases like appliance repair, two that we used are gone. The
sewing machine store that repaired vacuums and other things and the place that repaired washers and
dryers at one's home.
I do patronize them if they have a good selection of products and a fair and competitive price. A good
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us understand why you may choose not to patronize these stores or services. Open-ended Response
example is Penney’s. Their men’s department has a poor selection of clothing, and what they have is
frequently limited in sizes to XL, XXL, and XXXL.
Most all of the above offerings are fine. The offerings currently here in town meet our needs.
Bad service e.g. Sears. Went into buy a refrigerator. No other customers in store. Employee not busy.
Asked where refrigerators were, and indicated I had questions. He pointed me to the back of the store
and never made any further contact with me. After waiting some time for him to come and answer my
questions, discuss quality and prices, I left and bought my refrigerator at Lowes-Roseville.
I have lived here over 20 years and the selection of restaurants in this area is poor. We are constantly
going down to Roseville/Sacramento for good food such as Ruth Chris Steakhouse or Zocalo's Mexican.
We don't have a decent Chinese restaurant here. We have yogurt shops, but no ice cream downtown.
There are very few places I can eat out that have gluten-free options.
SELECTION OR COST
We miss a Chinese restaurant in town. We do patronize the GV stores but sometimes we need more
choices. The restaurants that are open evenings are dinner houses. We like to go out for a light meal or
snack. Hometown, for instance closes at 3:00PM.
Too many stores don't treat their customers like they care that we are in their store, or they are way
overpriced. If you want me to shop in your store and keep my money local, treat me that way,
otherwise, down the hill I am and have been heading.
I don't see any place to add a Trader Joe's. It would be a wonderful asset to GV. I don't patronize stores
that the staff or selection of merchandise does not meet with my standards or carries what I am looking
for. Our K-Mart is an absolute joke! JCP has overhauled their store and I have closed my account there.
Stores tend to be small and have limited selection. Roseville Galleria is never short of items. Make
Costco and Trader Joe run at least twice per month.
Lack of selection and price
GV usually cannot compete with the prices that the bigger stores in Placer County have and a trip to one
store means that the rest of the shopping is also done. The only thing GV can compete with is Customer
Service and my experience is that our stores do not try to keep customers from shopping out-of county
by giving exceptional service. Example: At our fabric store, I cannot get any size piece of fabric cut...at
Joann's they will cut whatever I ask for. Simple request, no flexibility in GV and when I can get lower
prices and more selection, why buy when I have to purchase more than I want at a higher price?
Brewpub: limited food choices at one NC business; no food sold at the other. Deli: parking is difficult for
a downtown GV deli; supermarkets don't offer quality deli food; limited vegetarian restaurant choices
I do patronize all of them. We have a remarkable selection. A few more restaurant selections in Grass
Valley would make the town perfect!
Clothing is overpriced. Just because we're a tourist town they seem to cater to that. And the Penney’s
store is a joke.
Poor selection, the cost is usually 15 to 20% higher, higher sales tax rate in Nevada County, poor
customer service.
I usually do shopping once per month and the fact that Grass Valley does not have all of the stores I
need, I head to Roseville.
Staples is the only electronics retail store. Their staff are not competent. Staples does not offer the
computer assistance or technical support provided by stores such as Frys.
Lack of choices and cost. Shop often as possible. Some items cannot be found here.
I will shop locally 90%
Less expensive and more reliable online
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I do already patronize the services that I checked, if available. Are we to note above only those services
that aren't currently provided? Most listed in questions 3-10 already are! I am confused by the wording
of the questions here. And in all cases, the quality of what is offered, customer service, where items are
made etc. are all key.
From groceries to restaurants, to apparel, beauty salons and hardware. Everything in Grass Valley is
overpriced. The sales items are only 10% off and even then the prices are too high. I will continue to
shop in Roseville where the prices are 100% better. Grass Valley needs Wal-Mart, Trader Joe, Target.
Costco. No more drug stores, fast food places and 99 Cent stores.
Whenever possible I do business in Grass Valley and the surrounding area--especially the South County.
Many of what we have is too expensive or not enough choices; a well planned shopping trip into
Roseville saves money even with the high gas prices
Return/exchange policies, prices
Sears sells Chinese tools under the Craftsman label. Why not buy them from Harbor Freight for less
money? The local Sears store will not honor the Craftsman warranty.
Local merchants actually provide all I need, with very few exceptions, as noted previously.
Because Grass Valley does not have any large chain stores. Although small, independently owned stores
are nice, they do not have much selection and their prices are usually substantially higher. There is a
complete lack of stores like Best Buy, Target, or Costco in this town forcing me to take my money
elsewhere.
Lack of selection. No variety. Everybody carries the same stuff. Because of this, I have no loyalty to local
business.
It would be nice to have a Target and a Wendy's here in GV, I try to spend most of money here in NevCo,
the only places I really need to go to out of county for are Target, Ross, and Best Buy. Being a local
business owner I know how important it is to our community to shop local.
Usually to save money - i.e. shop Target online also Penney’s when I can't find what I want in their store.
Some services I don't need yet.
Some too expensive, Penney’s doesn't always have sizes or selection wanted. want different selection of
restaurants
The restaurant food in the area for the most part is overpriced and boring. The area needs more good
ethnic food.
There are too many fast food restaurants in G.V. and not enough quality (Applebee's et al) sit-down
restaurants. Most of local specialty stores, i.e. downtown stores, cater to visitors from "down the hill"
and the prices are more than I am willing to pay. Even Penney's clothing has gotten too expensive. Some
things that I buy at Costco/Wal-Mart are just not available here, and the prices for them are worth a
"day trip" now and then, down the hill to get them. We saved $30 on three smoke detector alarms when
bought at Wal-Mart versus the same product sold at B & C!!!
For restaurants and bakeries, lack or small supply of gluten-free and vegan options. For bookstores and
CD shops, limited supply. For men's wear and sporting goods, the selection in Grass Valley is much more
limited than in Roseville. Overall, staff at some GV stores are unfriendly and/or not helpful. Although in
many stores, just the opposite is true.
The format of your questionnaire confused me. I only checked the additional businesses needed that
aren't covered now - at least not in the way I need.
Limited choices
Prices are higher than the big box stores in Roseville. Also, all the good restaurants in Nevada are closing
or have become dreadful. There are very few good fine-dining choices left in our county.
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us understand why you may choose not to patronize these stores or services. Open-ended Response
My primary health care is Kaiser so I don't seek general health care in GV. I try and patronize local
businesses and services to the greatest extent possible.
Price and selection are often issues for me. I do try to patronize Grass Valley restaurants, grocery stores,
pharmacies, hardware stores, and garden nurseries whenever I can as my first choice.
The questions were all about ADDITIONAL, if we already have these services, why duplicate them and
hurt the existing ones. I would like to see a Panera come to Grass Valley area.
Poor selection of adult clothes
Variety and price not available in one location other than K-mart
Need more choices and better pricing
Cost, selection and customer service.
Apparel: Penney's quality & inventory has deteriorated terribly. Even in the past, I only shopped there
because that was what we had. K-Mart isn't great. Downtown clothing stores are expensive for my
budget and not always good quality so it's difficult for me to justify the cost of casual clothing. Even a
Target or a Ross would be nicer, and I shop at both. I find good quality and selection of shoes at Empire
Shoes here in GV. I buy kitchen items at Target--won't pay the prices at Tess' or Wooden Spoon, and KMart inventory is undependable. Appliances, Lighting, Hardware & Electronics: We shop B&C & Hills Flat
always, but at times selection, inventory & pricing make it worthwhile to go to Home Depot in Auburn.
Furniture: We've bought all our furnishings at Hedman's & Broad Street Furniture. Ashley's is OK but not
as nice for some items. Will visit RCWilley at times for furnishings, appliances & electronics. It's a
wonderful store with nice inventory and the best customer service around. We've given up our Costco
membership and find we don't miss it except for good quality, inexpensive Kirkland brand coffee, which
friends now pick up for us when they shop. Grocery stores have stepped up to the plate to provide a lot
of prices that can compete successfully with Costco. We swing by Trader Joe's now and then for TwoBuck Chuck Chardonnay--sorry, but we like it best of any "daily" chardonnay we've tasted. I'm sure
there's more to add, but that's it for now. Thanks for the survey.
Because the prices locally are simply too high. I can purchase one item at Costco and the real savings
more than pay the gas for the trip, the remainder of my savings go to items I may need but normally
could not afford to purchase.
Pricing is my main concern
Too small and too expensive. It's all about choice and price. Penney's and Kmart clothing areas are tiny.
Boutiques are expensive. If I'm looking for clothes I want selection. I do go to the grocery stores in GV
for most of basic food, but want the price at Costco for non-food and specialty items. For hardware I go
to Home Depot for selection & price.
I think most of my needs can be met locally but often the prices are too high. I go to Costco and Total
Wine every 6 weeks or so.
They either don't have what I want or charge too much for it, or the service is poor.
Price too high
No larger sized women's clothing, no high-end veterinarian services. NO good ethnic cuisine at all except
Thai. No good bakery other than "donut" bakeries. Virtually no decent seafood, no Sav-On dry cleaners,
no linens/towels/bath rugs except poor quality Kmart, only one good brewpub
Way to expensive and poor service
Clothing is an issue for my family. You either have very poor quality Kmart and JCP (and everyone else is
wearing the same thing) or high end expensive clothes. We have found the consignment shops more
useful but, I would definitely go to a Kohl’s or something like Old Navy - both still inexpensive but more
to choose from and higher quality options. I would love to see a more "Natural Cafe" kind of restaurant.
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Also something for families where you don't get dirty looks if your kids are loud would be great.We have
a lot of unprofessional restaurants with mediocre food and service in our area.
I do patronize many local businesses I've checked above (vet, dentist, grocery). Others I'd like to see
more of (my biggest need is better women's career clothes (suits, blouses)--That's mostly what I buy
online and in Roseville.
Spouse likes greater size, variety & activity at the Galleria & Fountains. Better cost at Costco.
Limited selection of items; a few owners/employees are not helpful nor friendly; limited ethnic
restaurants
Lack of customer service. Options/variety. Price. Sales tax.
For my needs today, I have already found all these types of stores and/or services listed in question #10
that I need within Grass Valley
In most cases, these stores do not exist or their prices are too high with very poor selection of products
and low or no inventory when a product is found. Most stores are unwilling to match prices as found
down the hill, i.e. Roseville.
Too expensive
Few are open on Sundays or after 5, many focus on high end or higher priced items without lower cost
alternatives, staff are inattentive or not helpful, should offer more coupons, or specials to keep me in
town, what happened to the local discount?
Apple is in Roseville, JCPenney in Roseville. Large retail offers competitive pricing and variety. We are a
captive audience here for price and variety. The custom home goods are at a higher price point.
Prices too high, low inventory and lack of selection.
The vast selection and competitive prices offered by the Roseville, Rocklin shopping area can't be beat.
My Costco membership is nearly fully paid for by their yearend rebate based on my shopping at Costco.
The stores in this area have very customer friendly return policies. If you want to spend the day
shopping and find a good restaurant Roseville/Rocklin is the place to go.
Either they exist in GV and they don't carry enough merchandise, or they don't exist at all.
We do use the services I checked except for the dentist. We have loyalty to our dentist from our former
home.
Little variety, I hate walking around town and seeing several people with the same clothes I have on or
in my closet. Poor quality merchandise, higher prices. Clothing for older or heavier men & women nonexistent or unattractive. Unimpressed with most restaurants as the menu/preparation is not up to what
you get in larger cities. I hate to spend a lot of money on a meal that I can prepare much better myself.
If the service or products are not up to par.
Prices
We try to shop locally for everything. Since Grass Valley lost Hans Bakery downtown there has been no
good alternative for homemade bread. Regarding vision vare, our insurance company changed leaving
no alternative but to leave our eye doctor of 20 years and go to Auburn for a doctor covered by our
insurance. We like our town BECAUSE it does not have the malls and mega stores. For this reason, we
continue to strive to Buy Local!
Poor customer service and high prices
Need better prices. Some businesses have products that are very over priced!
Parking sucks! I get frustrated when I am driving around trying to find a space and I see an employee
with a name tag walk out of the business and into their car in a "prime" parking space. I really try to
shop locally, give so much time to find a space; if I don't find a space, I leave and will shop elsewhere.
Find funding to build a multi-level parking garage across from Bank of America. I could be at least two
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stories and not impact the roofline view.
Lack of variety/wide selection. Prices. I would like to see more Nevada County business offered on sites
like Groupon. Poor service (although this has improved a lot).
We don't have anything to draw young median wage earning families to want to shop here. It is
specialty stores for too much money or junky K-Mart. Where are the Targets, comfortable movie
theaters, or other amenities you see just down the hill. GV isn't small anymore; so quit trying. It will die
on the vine soon if we put in more business parks. Retail is the only answer for a tax base and draw to
the community for young families.
High prices and poor customer service
We eat out, but there are few vegan choices - I mean few! Clothing is limited. Mill Street Clothing is
great, but more choices would be great. Need a good fabric store in GV. Also room for more fitness
opportunities. Everything cannot appeal only to the wealthy retired shopper.
Actually there's nothing that can't be found either in GV or environs. I rarely go "down the hill" except
for a quarterly run to Costco. I shop online when I can't find a GV parking place at Christmas.
One answer-too expensive and obviously directed to the wealthy in this community, not the service
people or the middle class.
Re: building supplies- I have purchased local road rock that was full of clay and got rude response to my
complaint. The "compost" & "soil" that I purchased locally was full of ash and glass. Finally at 2 local
building supply stores, I keep having trouble getting someone to help me; after multiple visits &
attempts, I just go to Home Depot!
Cost or not in the market or cannot find what I want.
The way these questions are phrased "additional" is confusing. Could be interpreted as asking what I DO
patronize. It is not explicitly clear that you are asking what kinds of stores I would like to see that aren't
already here. As for specificity on the stores that are here that I don't patronize: Gyms here are either
expensive or don't offer the range of equipment needed (pool). A bigger and affordable gym would
garner patrons. Restaurants are similar: Most are geared toward tourists and are expensive. Few quickfood places are open passed 7 p.m., such as a coffee shop downtown, and ethnic cuisine is lacking. Area
also is tight on health care options. Many are not taking patients.
Actually that is what I was thinking as well and was a bit befuddled by some of these questions and
wondering how these additional businesses would affect the current ones..
They don't apply to my immediate needs. If I'm going to spend big money, neither Nevada City nor Grass
Valley offer what is sometimes needed, nor would a Target store. Auburn isn't that far away and
besides, who wants to support poorly made products from China. I'd rather go without!
More variety of health/natural eateries. Briarpatch deli is really the only healthy food around. Miss the
kayak store and a microbrewery would be great.
Quality of men's clothing at better value is more available in Roseville.
Very disappointed in JC Penney. Can't find non-support stockings. Not enough "chic" fashion for middle
age women.
It is more convenient to use the Internet with a larger selection and overnight delivery. Shopping in GV is
fraught with disappointment.
Some are located in Nevada City and I frequent those.
Just seeking more variety. Really need to develop Wolf Creek as a greenbelt corridor and focal point of
town instead of a blackberry choked mess.
Convenience. I can combine errands as every store I need are within a small circumference in Auburn.
Also cost. Some items I buy in our area are 30% more expensive than the same item in Auburn.
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We need more variety at a lower price.
A lot of times I go to Roseville because the selection down there is a lot bigger, and essentially is also
cheaper (even figuring in gas, I get great mpg). My husband needs to shop in the Big and Tall section,
and JC Penney’s has hardly anything in their store, and all of the stuff from Kmart shrinks after we wash
it. Same thing with me. My daughter is also very hard to fit into clothing, and everything Kmart has, ends
up, once again, shrinking to where it doesn't fit after the first time. I would rather go down to Roseville
to buy the better quality clothing that isn't going to shrink an entire size or more after I wash it.
Expense. I tend to patronize Auburn and Roseville stores in order to save money on apparel and home
goods as well as bulk groceries.
Prices. When you can buy a jar of mayonnaise at Safeway for more than $5 and you can drive to WalMart for the everyday price of less than $3, does it make sense? That is just one example. Penney's in
GV has a buyer that is physically in Texas...I went to buy a coat for my daughter when it snowed and
there were no coats, there were swim suits.
It was difficult to fill this out because I do patronize those businesses already there and don't see a need
for much more. I shop for these things in Grass Valley because Nevada City doesn't have practical stores.
But I love Nevada City and buy non essential merchandize there.
Not open late enough on weekdays when I'm off work - I work every weekend @ our local hospital, long
hours.
As far as child infant stores are concerned, the store Future Generations and Foothill Mercantile are fun
but way too expensive. I enjoy the idea of having a good balance between antique stores,
thrift/consignment stores to go to. More of community helping community and not just stores for profit
who raise the cost of an item so high that I can’t shop there. I was real excited when Pampered Earth
moved into GV but sometimes I can’t find what I am looking for there and turn to Amazon online and
find exactly what I am looking for within my budget and shipping is free! As it stands in my opinion,
Grass Valley has done a GREAT job at attempting to have stores that appeal to all. A good balance of
affordable thrift/consignment and "upper class" stores for those that got money to spend without
worrying about where the gas money is going to come from or how rent is going to be paid. Would so
love to see more organic or health food options. That would be great. I usually eat at afternoon deli and
Briarpatch and it gets a bit boring going back and forth between the 2. Maybe a smoothie place like
Fudenjuice in Nevada City?! I would love to see a Whole Foods…
If these are things I buy, I patronize local first always. I go elsewhere when they don't have a selection
that I want. Quality is a huge factor. Healthy fast food in downtown is very lacking. I along with many
other health conscious people do not want my only selections to be full of gluten, dairy, chemicals,
processing etc. I would love to walk in somewhere and have an organic salad bar to pay for by the
pound. Question 7, we have all of these in downtown. I would love to find appropriate clothes for my
teenage daughter in town. JC Penny's is lacking selection and Yuba blue great for me but too expensive
for my kid and not age appropriate. I don't want my kid looking like a boarder.
Oh boy...where do I start? Everyone I know that lives in GV says the same thing. Why are prices so high
up here? The thing that merchants don't seem to understand is that when you charge five times more
for something, people will find it elsewhere for less. And, maybe more importantly, they feel like they
are being ripped off. We have plenty of goods and services up here (well, except maybe a Trader Joe's)
but everything is so much more expensive that everyone "goes down the hill".
We do patronize them. You asked what ADDITIONAL services we would patronize. In many cases we
have enough of these services available and we do patronize them.
I do patronize these.
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I do not like any of the bakeries in the local area.
Prices are way too high
Price; return policy; limited selection
I find that other than JC Penney or K Mart, most of the clothing stores in Grass Valley are extremely
expensive. I have teenage children and would like more affordable options for them and myself. The
specialty stores in Grass Valley tend to be very expensive...it's cheaper to drive down the hill to Auburn
and go to Costco, Target, World Market etc.
Prices are expensive and customer service is poor.
Many of the building supplies, clothing and other items we need are less expensive out of town. Other
than thrift stores, affordable clothing and shoe choices are Payless, JCPenney and Kmart. There seems to
be a large amount of expensive "boutique" type stores up here, which is great for more wealthy
residents and tourists, but the average citizen here just can't spend that kind of money. We understand
that small "Mom & Pop" stores don't have the buying power of places like Home Depot, but those of us
on a low income can't afford to spend more just to support our local economy. There's simply more
selection and lower prices down the hill. I'm thrilled to see some Thai restaurants up here, but for the
most part, our ethnic restaurant choices are limited and fairly Americanized and/or expensive. For
obvious reasons, the ethnic grocery selection up here is slim and fairly expensive, so we have to go to
Sacramento to stock up on those items. We recently went to Winco in Yuba City and saved money by
shopping in their bulk section - another thing there's not much of here (at least, that's as affordable as
Winco). Many people up here want to buy organic or at least healthier, but it's still very expensive, so I
know people that always go down to Denios to stock up on produce. Some of these people also have
food allergies and have to go out of town for gluten-free selections. Don't get me wrong, I would LOVE
to support small businesses, especially as I'd like to start one of my own. I don't want a Wal-Mart here,
mostly because we refuse to shop there because of their business practices, but it would be nice to have
less high-end boutiques and more down-to-earth, affordable choices.
I think the downtown Safeway is a blight in our town, as well as the 76 station. I love our town, and want
to see it get even better!
I do patronize local businesses
Really good deli like you see at Whole Foods. Our grocery delis are very pedestrian. Briarpatch is the
only one with interesting offerings. I'd purchase from an interesting furniture store (like Dove Tail
Designs that is not longer). I'd also patronize a healthy fast food option.
Poor quality
In general prices are higher and merchandise selections are limited. Some merchants have poor return
policies (i.e. returns only accepted within a few days and only for store credit; no cash refunds). We
seem to struggle between offering the feel of quaint, small community shops that appeal to tourist vs.
being able to offer substantial, affordable options to residents. Local grocery options are very good,
though a little higher in price which I'm willing to pay. General merchandise options could be expanded.
This is an amazing place to live! Thanks you all for your hard work to build up the local economy!
I always buy local unless it is not available.
Clothing is limited to K-Mart or JC Penney's or high end, not a good selection. I would support local small
shops if they had a mix of priced items
Furniture and flooring can be less expensive down the hill Really would love to have a full service bakery
with items available throughout the afternoon at least.
Price is a big reason for shopping online. I can find MANY providers, almost instantly, and compare their
prices online. To the best of my knowledge no such online access exists for all of the Grass Valley retail
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stores. I'm not going to phone them all, nor drive to each one to find out their prices. Bundle the GV
stores online as if they were a GIANT MALL and show products, price comparisons, and availability. Offer
a reasonably price 'local' delivery service, too (that's a new business!) Also, Grass Valley's downtown is
not easy to find parking and not easy to navigate on foot due to the terrain. I seldom shop downtown. I
do shop at both SPD's (yes, the one in Nevada City, too) and I shop in the Glenbrook area; 95% of my
purchases are for food.
Looking for more restaurants that have a variety of food, reasonable prices
Limited range of products
My household primarily does most of its shopping down the hill in Roseville almost every weekend
between grocery and household items. I would not go down the hill as much if there were a store like
Trader Joe's or Sprouts in Grass Valley. There are also not many family friendly restaurants for dinner.
Would love AFFORDABE dining for families to include authentic Mexican, Sushi
Already do. Those checked simply represent desirable additions.
Pricing--no bargains, hours/days may not be open for services, unaware due to poor marketing
Do patronize them, in some cases additional selection would be good.
I am happy with what we have
Bakery too floury - needs more local fruity stuff, like fresh apricot Danish in season. Would like Family
Dining that uses local, organic produce/meat that is not overpriced and has a nice ambience.
Tacky, low quality, unprofessional
I do patronize these stores and services already.
They just don't meet my needs, and they are typically more expensive than I am willing to pay. I think
they are more expensive because they don't have any competition around. It ends up being cheaper for
me to just pay for the gas to get to Sacramento or Reno, and get what I really want at a cheaper price.
My family gets sick of going to the same places all the time to eat the same food, buying the same kind
of clothes/shoes/jewelry/ etc. My family, especially my teenage daughters want to keep up with current
trends and the stores in Grass Valley here just don't meet that need.
There just isn't enough variety. I want to feel like I have more choices, without having to travel all the
way to Reno or the Roseville Galleria to find what I want.
I've gone into stores and watch the help talk with each other and ignore me.
You're preaching to the choir. I shop local as much as possible and can barely understand why people
would drive 50 miles to 'get a deal'.
Price, selection. Grass Valley is not big enough to support big stores.
Love our local stores and always shop local, always. In fact, except for online, I only shop locally.
Sometimes the checkout employees are more than casual in their approach to customer service,
interrupting your check-out to talk with friends, make personal arrangements, talk to other customers,
just be molasses slow because they are having a bad day or are sick, drippy nosed, red-eyed sick. I know
a lot of the owners and want my purchase dollars to be in their hands, but customer service needs to be
a profession, not just "a job". Let your employees know they are needed and valued and that you prefer
they treat the customers that way as well.
I would like to see more restaurants that are family friendly e.g. red robin type spots, and then also
more ethnic e.g. Indian would be awesome - I do like Diego’s, but they are a bit off the beaten path of
downtown. But most of all I wish the restaurants would stay open past 8pm!! or 9pm - it's ridiculous
that kitchens close at 9
Size of inventory, i.e. selection. Employee lack of knowledge
There are some areas in which we could do with more than one of a certain store. For price comparisons
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and variety sake
Customer service in Nevada County sucks!
Men's clothing & shoes is a major issue along with children above the age of 6 clothing and shoes. There
is a major hole in the local market for areas. We have Penney's & Kmart only in those target markets.
We need mid priced items...please not high end for both those areas. Electronics is also a major need.
We can keep people up the hill if we fulfill those very important areas.
For a majority of the merchandise and services that I checked above, my entire family already does
patronize local Grass Valley businesses on a regular basis. We are in the middle of a great recession, so
the amount of dollars that our family has to spend locally has declined. However, we have not taken our
business to other towns. Occasionally, we do a day trip to Roseville or to Truckee to go hiking and along
the way we may stop to shop at Trader Joe's or similar store. The amount of commercial development in
Grass Valley would not influence our occasional excursions. If Grass Valley is over-developed and has too
much commercial land, then we will move our family and our business to a different small town.
I do patronize many of the services listed above. I believe what you are asking for are greater variety and
better prices for specific items in this area.
Would like to see a large dept. store like Penney's I have been disappointed many times here.
I live in Nevada City, but only buy local
No selection.
Unfortunately it’s cheaper at larger stores out of the area so if we are already down there we buy. We
do try to stay local.
It is tough to find anything other than fast food for a casual family dinner. There are times when I would
like to take the family out but can't spend $150 on dinner.
There are no lighting stores in town with any kind of decent selection. Men's clothing is basically limited
to JC Penney, Novaks, and Mountain Recreation and vender's who don't sell "age appropriate" clothing
for me, or they are substandard, i.e. Big 5 or Kmart.
I am happy with the selection of shops and services in Grass Valley.
Prices are usually too high. Can purchase online.
Prices are too high. I think that the stores have too much overhead. Rents need to be reduced to make a
difference.
Poor selection of merchandise; short business hours or closed on Sundays are a deterrent. We need a
Target store!
I try to only buy what I need. I don't do home decor.
I do most of my shopping on Amazon. Except for certain essentials, much of the shopping is geared
towards tourists.
I don't want or need many of the goods and services listed. When I do, I sometimes encounter high
prices and a very low level of service.
None
Cost of groceries and office supplies are too high. Go to places like Costco and Winco. We need a Winco
where food prices are so much more reasonable.
I do patronize them and I don't know that we need more
If I can easily find it in Western Nevada County, I usually buy it here.
I shop almost daily in the Brunswick Basin 'zone' of Grass Valley. It is central, convenient, and quick with
good parking. Downtown is my destination for specialty shopping (e.g., Tess', Book Seller, etc.) and
dining/entertainment (e.g., Center of the Arts, Maria's, Kane's, The Wine Co., etc). I would enjoy the
Downtown area more if Mill Street was permanently closed to traffic and it was a more joyful, year-
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round open 'mall' with trees, seating, canopies, etc! Now it's a dull 'linear' struggle for me. However, it is
a wonderful experience during summer Thursday evenings!
There are too many of the same things here (deli's, blah restaurants - need things like BJ's, not
Lumberjacks) etc. Everything here costs much more than going to Roseville. Clothes cater to the frumpy,
old or extremely skinny. Nothing in this area caters to 30-50 year old people, whether it be dining or
clothing.
I always try to keep my dollars locally, however, the stores are expensive and I feel like the more $$$
you have the better you are treated. I did a little experiment. Walked into a local shop downtown GV.
Spent a lot of $$$. Next week went to the same shop downtown GV. Spent little, and was treated VERY
differently. Money talks. Maybe we should improve public relations, and treat EVERYONE fairly and with
respect. Thank you.
I like all of the services offered in GV and I already use them as much as I can.
Prefer more choices
Appliance Repair - poor customer service Some retailers have disproportionately higher costs
We need a good general bakery; the ones we do have are too expensive or too out of the way
A lot of it is affordable you can find better deals at the big box store. Some of downtown or Grass Valley
stores are just over priced
All/most of the above services/businesses are available in GV and the pricing of said stores. Items are at
times more affordable down the hill. Clothing/fashion for women is difficult here. Especially for "plus
size". It's either JCP or Kmart. Both have either selection or quality issues.
I do!
Some are too expensive
Prices, parking
It would be nice to have more choices.
I do patronize those stores. The original question is what would you patronize. Quality is the number
one factor in choosing not to if they were available.
I do patronize many of them, the selection/variety of options can sometimes be challenging
Have not been satisfied with the selection, price or cleanliness of some stores and cafes.
Cost – lower your prices and I'll shop in Grass Valley. I'd love to keep my tax dollars in Nevada County,
but it's easier to drive to Roseville for all of my shopping needs. Parking is also an issue for most. I'm
lucky, I live in downtown, but most people stay away because of that. And when I go in some of the
stores on Mill Street...I have to laugh at their prices. It's more cost effective for me to travel "down the
hill" once a month or shop online. I'm surprised some of those merchants stay in business!
Price & selection
Pricing, quality of service level
Parking is always a problem...low selection and high price...it's easier and more cost effective to just go
online or drive to Auburn/Roseville. I won't allow my teenage daughter downtown on her own because
of all the bums/druggies either.
$$$$$
The opposite - I find all these service and merchandise already available in Grass Valley.
Too expensive, small selection, not great service
Quality, variety and customer service lacking...
Customer Service is lousy
Too expensive to shop locally while raising a family.
Personally, I don't smoke but, I know of at least 10 people (just myself) who've voiced to me and
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exhibited the fact, they no longer will shop in Grass Valley due to the "No Smoking" ordinance. While I
don't care for the smoke, mind you, in all fairness (because when non-smokers were the minority &
didn't seem to have a right to fresh air), we seem to have swung the pendulum 180 degrees and now are
being as unfair to those afflicted by a habit considered a disease, much like alcoholism. Designated &
supervised (by whatever cost-effective means) smoking areas would have been a more fair and
unbiased solution rather than alienating a significant faction of our community from feeling comfortable
in patronizing our local businesses.
I use all that are available
Not a need or desire
I like the SPD in Nevada City better that the Grass Valley one.
I do as much as possible within City of Grass Valley. Sometimes I go to Costco to get discounts on bulk
items. Shop at Penney’s and Kmart almost exclusively and get groceries at Raley's 90% of the time.
The selection is limited if they have what we need and generally more expensive.
Most stores in Grass Valley do not have the selection I seek or are far too expensive and hours do not
work with my work hours.
Poor service, high prices, low selection
Most businesses downtown are overpriced and don’t have sales throughout the year and most of the
business owners are rude.
Some restaurants close to early. Roseville restaurants stay open past 9.
It would be great to have a bike shop downtown, more bakeries, better retail for men with a greater mid
price selection
I'd like additional choices
Cheaper just down the hill
Too expensive, not enough selection, rude business owners, too crowded, don't like the atmosphere
Rude / indifferent customer service (employees)
Prices are high compared to Sacramento
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Grass Valley Shopper’s Survey Open-Ended Results
12. Which of the following retailers or services do you think "fit" the personality and culture of Grass
Valley? Other (please specify)
Wal-Mart
Trader Joe's
None of these. Keep to mom and pop
Wal-Mart
We don't need a mall in our charming town of grass valley, which is where all these stores would be.
Also, there is NO ROOM for this in Grass Valley. Build more parking for the library before you go putting
in a mall.
We have at least one of most of the above. I don't think we need more. Just make GV a great place to
live and everything will work out.
Trader Joes
Trader Joe's of course
In & Out; See's Candies, Sears (full service) Barnes & Noble; McCallough's Dept Store, Mimi's Restaurant;
Chevy's, Home Dept
Wal-Mart, Costco, Sams, Chick-Fil-A
Trader Joe's, Chipotle, Smash Burger
Macy's
La Bou, In &Out Burger (in my dreams)
Wal-Mart
Trader Joe's
Wal-Mart, Food Maxx, Winco, Sam’s, Costco, Trader Joe's
Healthy organic gluten free soup and salad bar! Exactly like White Oak in Chico
Trader Joe's maybe in Auburn
Tahoe Joe's
Wal-Mart is needed to give these locals jobs
Whole foods, Costco, Winco
Party City
These are all chains! Corporations! Keep them out of GV.
BevMo!
None
Trader Joe's!!
Trader Joes
Don't even think of bringing these stores to our wonderful community. Thank you.
Chipotle
Red Lobster Restaurant, BevMo, In and Out Burger
We need to support small local businesses not mass chains!
Trader Joes
Wal-Mart
Wal-Mart NOT a fit for Grass Valley.
Trader Joe's or something similar - interesting, unusual
As I noted in the previous comment, I occasionally shop at Target in Yuba City. I'm not sure I see any of
these businesses listed as "fitting" the GV area. Plus, would any of them be interested in opening a
business here, considering the economy and the population?
Trader Joes
Trader Joe's please!!!
Costco
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Grass Valley Shopper’s Survey Open-Ended Results
12. Which of the following retailers or services do you think "fit" the personality and culture of Grass
Valley? Other (please specify)
Please bring Trader Joes or Whole Foods
Wal-Mart
Whole Foods, Trader Joes, fish market
Craft guilds, farmer's cooperatives, community centers that are destinations
Wal-Mart and Trader Joe's are a way to keep $$$ here. A necessary fit!
New car dealers
Trader Joes, Plutos or Jack's Urban Eats, Ulta Cosmetics
How are these even possibilities? Is the goal to shut down all small business?
Trader Joes
Red Lobster, El Pollo Loco, Papa John's Pizza
Sears full service department store would fit
Costco
Wendy's
Costco
I would support a Trader Joe's
Wal-Mart, Trader Joes, Gap & Gap Kids
Trader Joe's
Trader Joes - GV or Auburn
Trader Joes or Whole Foods type store
Wal-Mart
Trader Joes
Please no Wal-Mart!
It would be a very damaging thing to this community to bring in corporate chain stores. Look at most of
the towns that have "dead" downtown districts: they are surrounded by corporate chains (look at
Auburn – is THAT what you want Grass Valley to look like?!!). The irony is that many decision-makers
think that chain stores will bring more money into the community than locally owned businesses bring
in - but that is, ultimately, not so. Below are summaries of a few studies that show how locally owned
businesses produce more revenue than chain stores (taken from
http://www.preservationnation.org/main-street/resources/public/independents-vs-chains.html , but
there are many other examples): “...This report shows that local businesses generate two to three times
more local economic activity than chain businesses...” “...Local restaurants were shown to circulate
56.1% of their revenue into the local economy in the form of paychecks, products and services
purchased locally, profits, and charitable giving. In contrast, chain restaurants only re-circulated 36.8%.
The study determines that $1 million spent at local restaurants generates $900,000 in local economic
activity and support 15 jobs, while chain restaurants only bring $600,000 to the local economy and 10
jobs.” The data demonstrates that independent businesses have a greater economic impact than chains
across each category. For example, “every $1 million spent at a local bookshop, creates $321,000 in
additional economic activity in the city, including $119,000 in wages paid to local workers. A chain
bookstore, on the other hand, generates only $188,000 in economic activity and $71,000 in local wages.
Another example: For every $1 million in sales, independent toy stores create 2.22 local jobs, while
chains create just 1.31.” As leaders, you should invest in educating the citizens about the reasons why
shopping at small, locally owned businesses is the only sane thing to do if one values our economic
vitality and our cultural independence. You have begun to do this, but it feels like you're quitting midstream. Now is NOT the time to throw in the towel – it's time to step up the pace of citizen education
about the relationship between shopping locally, independence and the vitality of our community. But,
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Grass Valley Shopper’s Survey Open-Ended Results
12. Which of the following retailers or services do you think "fit" the personality and culture of Grass
Valley? Other (please specify)
first, the decision-makers must understand these relationships.
Most of these chains just copy what's available here/ provide lower quality food
It would be wonderful if we could get a Trader Joe's.
DSW shoe warehouse
Walmart, Costco, Traders Joes
It’s not about bringing in big chain stores, it about competing with those stores. Carrying similar
products at similar prices.
Trader Joes
Cost +, Trader Joes
Walmart
Costco, Walmart
Dutch Bros Coffee, Taco Tree
El Pollo Loco, Chevys
In-n-Out Burger
Trader Joes, dairy queen , in n out burger, chipotle
Winco, Sam’s Club, Walmart, Home Depot
Wal-Mart, Costco or Sam's club, Home Depot or Lowes
Independent stores not franchises fit Grass Valley
Trader Joes, Costco, Target, new car dealer, Home Depot, TSC
All of the above are the trash we wanted to leave behind when moving here.
Better off without all the above, why else live here?
Winco
We need small vendors, not big. Local people not national.
Costco, Chico’s, Nordstrom, Gap, Macys, Lamps Plus, Kohl’s
Any that sell women's/men's clothing
Car dealers. A lot of the sales tax reduction is from the lack of auto sales.
Trader Joes (even if not possible), Chateau sporting goods, fly fish shop,
Trader Joe's
World Market, Trader Joe's
Casual Male Big & Tall
TRADER JOE'S!!
Costco , Home Depot , Wal-Mart, Macy's these are the most important of all!
Red Lobster
Trader Joes
Red Lobster
Winco or Wal-Mart
Home Depot and Costco
Many of the above offer generic, junky stuff and if we had many of these stores, Grass Valley would
become like every other generic boring town in America. I think it would hurt tourism. And I find in local
shops often better and unique items, equally well-priced to what one sees in the above humdrum range
of options. Though a Trader Joe's would be nice (they are unique at least in what they offer).
In & Out, if only asking for chain stores
Texas Roadhouse, Ruth Crist, Costco
Wal-Mart, Costco, Sam's Club
Home Goods
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Grass Valley Shopper’s Survey Open-Ended Results
12. Which of the following retailers or services do you think "fit" the personality and culture of Grass
Valley? Other (please specify)
Trader Joe's, Whole Foods
Wal-Mart-Costco
Trader Joe's, Whole Foods
We have wonderful and plentiful restaurants and plenty of fast food. No need for chains.
Wal-Mart, Costco, Winco, FoodMaxx
Wal-Mart & Costco here in Grass Valley
Keep the big chain store in Auburn!!!!
Any depatment/discount stores similar to Target & Wal-Mart. COSTCO!!!
Tuesday morning would be awesome!
Target is drastically needed.
Banana Republic, J Crew, a nice department store--not JC Penney’s
Costco, Home Depot, Lowes, Wal-Mart, Trader Joes
Wal-Mart, Costco, Home Depot or Lowes, R.C. Willey
Winco
Large JC e
Panera Bread, Home Town Buffet, Wal-Mart
Most of these supplant what we already have.
Trader Joe's
Wal-Mart Super Store would fit perfectly in grass valley
Locally owned new theater?
Trader Joe's
Trader Joe's
We don't need an obesity problem supported by the restaurants named. Let’s encourage local folks
using local food.
No chain stores, do not ruin Grass Valley/Nevada City
Costco
Trader Joes
Trader Joe's!
Trader Joe's
Stay away from "cheesy", lean toward niche, classy but affordable. I don't know if Pier 1 would "fit" here
but I'd love it. Also hard to say what else is a "fit" vs. what we are lacking in options.
More ammo stores
Trader Joes. NO PLASTIC BAGS!
Trader Joes PLEASE
The food choices have no character... big box feeling, we have decent movie theatres, we don't need
another Payless Shoes type place, we have specialty shoe stores that would be put out of business by
Foot Locker, Target is in Auburn, Ross has no character. American Eagle would have appropriate things
for teens not too pricey.
Trader Joes
Trader Joe's
Trader Joe's
Other what? fit or not fit? this box won't tell you much
Home Depot, Winco, Trader Joes
Please keep it local! Do not introduce competition to our local existing merchants.
Even though I like some of these stores, Grass Valley has the charm and lots of perfect places to shop.
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Grass Valley Shopper’s Survey Open-Ended Results
12. Which of the following retailers or services do you think "fit" the personality and culture of Grass
Valley? Other (please specify)
Healthy Fast Food Restaurant, a good restaurant with vegetarian cuisine and nice atmosphere, high end
French restaurant
Trader Joes
Where's Trader Joe's? Everyone seems to want TJ's!
Trader Joes
Trader Joes
Boston Market, Trader Joe's, Lasertag, Sky High
Men's clothing
Would love to see a Trader Joes.
I pretty much refuse to shop in chain stores.
Do you mean, "Which stores would you not picket against?"
Let's encourage local businesses, not corporate stores.
I think we need one or two Ross/Target/Old Navy's - and one or two Red Robin/Applebees - we don't
need to get crazy - but we need to be realistic to keep people from shopping other places.
We really do not need any more big box retail here in Grass Valley. Kmart and JC Penney are enough.
The other restaurants and stores you have listed will compete with our existing local business. Economic
development efforts should focus on helping our existing small businesses stay strong.
Trader Joe
I would prefer unique local businesses and not the chains that you can get anywhere
Trader Joes, maybe replace Kmart w/target
Trader Joes, and put a target where the Kmart is!
In and Out Burger
Trader Joe's
Wal-Mart and Costco or Sam’s would be nice.
Costco, Winco, Home Depot
Trader Joe's
In and Out Burger
Goodwill
South County, yes to all. Need revenue!
Do not bring big box stores to Grass Valley!! It would lose its charm
Home Goods (love them)
Trader Joes
Chico's women’s clothing
Cabelas
Chipotle
PF Chang's, Chipolte and many more
Trader Joe's, Cost Plus
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May 22, 2013

Retail Shopping Habits & Needs

City of Grass Valley

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Motor Vehicle Parts and Dealers
Furniture and Home Furnishing
Electronics & Appliance
Health and Personal Care
Clothing and Clothing Accessories
Sporting Goods, Hobby, Books, and Music Stores
General Merchandise Stores
Miscellaneous Retailers
Food Service and Drinking Places

Major Categories of Leakage:

Provide a retail mix that captures some of the sales leakage
noted in 2011 study – approximately $214 M

City’s Objective

Grass Valley Trade Area

Motor Vehicle

Furniture

Electronics

Bldg Materials

Food & Beverage

Personal Care

Clothing

Sporting Goods, Hobbies

General Merchandise

Miscellaneous Retailers

Food & Drinking Places

$11.7 mil

$35.3 mil

28.9 mil

Leakage

$102.8 mil

$18.9 mil

$18.6 mil

$125.0 mil

$4.6 mil

$53.4 mil

Surplus

$125.0 mil

$60.4 mil

2011 Leakage / Surplus

• Mom / Pop

• Franchise

• Chain

• Discuss types of compatible retailers in categories

• Ask for your input on survey responses

• Quick review of survey and responses

Today

Age of Respondents

55-64 yrs,
167, 31%

65-74 yrs,
111, 21%

75+ yrs,
23, 4%
14-24 yrs,
5, 1%

45-54 yrs,
118, 22%

35-44 yrs,
62, 12%

25-34 yrs,
46, 9%

29% male

71% female

Profile of the 630 Respondents

Grass Valley,
322, 61%

Other,
21, 4%

“Other” locations: Montana, Smartsville, Sonoma, Lincoln, Chicago Park,
Sacramento, Camptonville, Colfax, N. San Juan, Auburn, Rough and Ready, Red Bluff

Nevada City,
140, 27%

Penn Valley,
44, 8%

Where they live

Sacramento,
42, 3%

Internet,
224, 16%

Auburn,
162, 12%

Nevada City,
100, 7%

Rocklin,
57, 4%

Yuba City
Marysville,
27, 2%

Roseville,
352, 25%

Grass Valley,
386, 28%

Other,
48, 3%

Where respondents shop

Grass Valley,
198, 28%

Other: Bay Area, Reno, Chico,
Folsom, Lincoln, Yuba City

Roseville,
190, 27%

Internet,
111, 16%

Other,
31, 4%

Nevada City,
39, 5%

Auburn,
92, 13%

Sacramento,
23, 3%

Rocklin,
28, 4%

Where Grass Valley residents shop

Prices too high,
84, 31%

Limited
selection,
options
84, 31%

Safety, No Parking,
5, 2%
8, 3%

Don't need
more stores,
19, 7%

Bad customer
service, 26, 9%

Try to support
local business,
35, 13%

Inconvenient
hours, 10, 4%

Why and Why Not Shop Local

Wkdays 8-5

0

50
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300

25-34

Wkdays 5 pm-

35-44

Sat morn

45-54

Sat afternoon

55-64

Sat evening

65-74

Sun morning

75+

Sun afternoon

Who is shopping when?

Sun evening

INPUT ON SURVEY RESPONSES
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Big Lots

Kohls

Don't Know

Yes
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Ross

Marshalls

Target

TJ Maxx Tuesday
Morn

Are these stores a “fit” for the personality and culture of Grass Valley?

Leakage: General Merchandise

Best Buy
Don't Know No Yes
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Is this store a “fit” for the personality and culture of Grass Valley?

Leakage: Electronics
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After
Hours

Yes
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American Claire's
Eagle
Boutique

Famous
Footwear

Don't Know

Dress
Barn

Foot
Locker

Old
Navy

Are these stores a “fit” for the personality and culture of Grass Valley?

Leakage: Clothing
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Bath &
Body Works

Don't Know

Body Shop

Are these stores a “fit” for the personality and culture of Grass Valley?

Leakage: Personal Care
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Aaron's Rentals
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Pier 1 Imports

Are these stores a “fit” for the personality and culture of Grass Valley?

Leakage: Furniture
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Applebees

Yes

Buffalo Wings

No

Olive Garden

Don't Know

Chili's

Outback

Are these stores a “fit” for the personality and culture of Grass Valley?

Leakage: Food/Drinking Places
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AMF Bowling

Yes
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Cinemark
Theater

Don't Know

Regal Cinemas

Are these stores a “fit” for the personality and culture of Grass Valley?

Leakage: Entertainment, Hobby
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Bed Bath & Beyond

No

Don't Know

Jo-Ann Fabrics

Michaels

Are these stores a “fit” for the personality and culture of Grass Valley?

Leakage: Misc. Retailers

Costco
Sams Club
24, 17%

Home Depot
Lowes
10, 7%

Winco
9, 7%
Walmart
27, 19%

Trader Joe's,
Whole Foods,
71, 50%

Surplus Categories

